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Summary 
Myelin is essential for brain functioning, as it enables fast signal propagation and 

synchronisation of neuronal impulses. Myelin sheaths are created by oligodendrocytes, which 

stem from oligodendrocyte precursor cells. During development neurons become myelinated, 

and this process can be modulated by environmental factors, ageing and various neurological 

disorders. The notion that myelin plays a role in learning has increasingly received attention 

within the scientific community, and it is speculated that cognition and learning are likely 

influenced and regulated by glial cells. In this thesis, I focussed on three areas in order to gain 

a better understanding of myelin development and plasticity: methods to image myelin, the 

development of myelin and its microstructure over the course of a lifespan, and the question 

whether learning a new task will lead to new myelin formation in the brain regions upon which 

the task is dependent. To image myelin, I have applied several techniques, ranging from 

methods to make the tissue transparent and therefore aid myelin visualisation (RapiClear, 

Expansion Microscopy), to two-photon 3D whole brain imaging (TissueVision) and Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging (MRI). In order to visualise and quantify myelination patterns and myelin 

internodes during development, I applied immunohistochemistry and high resolution confocal 

microscopy. Finally, for establishing whether cognitive learning affects oligodendrocyte 

differentiation, I employed a touchscreen-based spatial working memory task. A task that is 

similar to cognitive paradigms used for humans, allowing for potential translation to human 

cognitive functioning. In summary, I find that myelin develops in a specific pattern over time in 

the mouse cortex, slowly progressing upward up from the deeper cortical layers to the surface 

of the brain. Furthermore, over the course of a lifespan myelin internodes lengths become 

more variable. This increased variability could potentially represent myelin plasticity across 

their lifespan. Finally, I find that there is an increase in differentiating myelinating 

oligodendrocytes in animals that learn a spatial working memory task, compared to animals 

that do not (in the areas that are required for learning and performing this task), supporting 

the notion of myelin plasticity. 
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Introduction



 2 

1.1 Background 
 

This chapter is partly based on the review paper I co-wrote with Omar de-Faria Jr and 

published in 2017 (de-Faria et al., 2017). 

 

1.1.1 Historical perspective 

 

The brain is an immensely complex organ, that we might perhaps never fully understand. 

Nevertheless, neuroscience has made tremendous advances over time, driven by human 

curiosity and the need to find cures for debilitating neurological and neuropsychiatric 

disorders and conditions. In order to integrate the input and output of information to the 

body and direct its behaviour, the brain works together with the spinal cord as part of the 

central nervous system (CNS), and in conjunction with the peripheral nervous system 

(PNS), in order to sense and react to signals from the rest of the body. Abundant in diverse 

interconnected neuronal and glial cell types, it can be divided into grey and white matter, 

based on its tissue appearance. Grey matter consists mostly of neuronal cell bodies and 

synapses, while white matter contains the axons and majority of the brains’ glial cells. 

 

Despite playing a vital role in neuronal functioning in the human brain, glial cells have 

long been underappreciated and instead neurons were dominating the scientific 

spotlight. However, in 1856 a population of cells was observed and described as ‘glia’ - 

literally translated as ‘nerve glue’ - by Rudolf Virchow (see Somjen, 1988). Since then, glial 

cells have been subdivided into distinct cell types, including oligodendrocytes, astrocytes 

and microglia (Del Río Hortega, 1928) and the neuro-centric perspective started to 

become a glia-inclusive one. Oligodendrocytes (first termed ‘oligodendroglia’ by Del Río 

Hortega in 1921, who re-discovered these cells in 1919, after Robertson in 1899) were 

subsequently found to be the source of myelin – the insulating sheaths around the axons 

of neurons, that enables fast signal transmission. Their origin cell type – the 

oligodendrocyte progenitor cell (OPC) – had to wait several decades longer to be finally 

discovered and described by Martin Raff and colleagues in 1983 (Raff, Miller & Noble, 

1983).  
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1.1.2 Cortical development  

 

Early studies revealed that the developing brain undergoes certain time-bound steps, and 

specific brain regions need environmental stimulation during these sensitive periods in 

order to develop normally (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962; Wiesel and Hubel, 1965). On a 

neuronal level, postnatal development is characterised by the formation of new synapses 

(called synaptogenesis), which continues for years in the human brain until eventually 

synaptic pruning occurs during which specific synapses survive or are eliminated, in part 

depending on environmental input and experience (Cragg, 1975; Changeux and Danchin, 

1976; Low and Cheng, 2006).  

Subsequent studies on post-mortem human brains demonstrated that the human brain 

continues to develop for longer than initially assumed (Huttenlocher, 1979; Yakovlev and 

Lecours, 1967) and specific regions in the brain (such as the frontal cortex) in particular 

appeared to show a prolonged maturation period. Indeed, cortical brain areas are 

evolutionarily the youngest and essential for complex cognitive functioning – these 

higher order cognitive abilities evolved in conjunction with the rapid size expansion of 

the neocortex. Even though the mammalian cortex differs between species, it 

simultaneously shows many similarities (Abdel-Mannan et al., 2008). It is important to 

note that in humans, the prefrontal cortex is much larger compared to other species and 

this seems to be caused primarily by the increased white matter proportion 

(Schoenemann et al., 2005). In addition, white matter has been found to increase faster 

with brain size compared to grey matter (Zhang and Sejnowski, 2000), and the 

developmental progression of myelination in the brain and cortex is discussed in section 

1.3.  

 

1.1.3 Myelin in the central nervous system  

 

The function of myelin is to insulate neuronal axons, thereby speed up the conduction of 

action potentials. From an evolutionary perspective myelin has therefore been beneficial 
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as it enabled faster reaction times (important for fight or flight responses), as well as 

increased body size (as neuronal signalling could now span a longer range) (Zalc and 

Colman, 2000). In the CNS it is formed by oligodendrocytes (which is the responsibility of 

Schwann cells in the PNS).  

 

1.1.4 Myelin components  

 

Myelin has a high lipid content (~70%), and this lipid to water ratio makes it such an 

efficient insulator (Baumann and Pham-Dinh, 2001). It has a remarkable lipid composition 

when compared to other types of membranes, as it has a high fraction of cholesterol and 

glycosphingolipids (Saher et al., 2011). Proteolipid protein (PLP) and Myelin basic protein 

(MBP) are the two main proteins found in myelin. MBP is a peripheral membrane protein 

and the second most abundant one in the central nervous system. It is responsible for 

adhesion of the cytosolic surfaces of multi-layered compact myelin and maintains the 

correct structure of myelin, interacting with the lipids in the myelin membrane and 

binding intracellular and extracellular proteins (see also section 1.3.1).  

 

Two main parameters influence the effect myelin has on conduction speed – the g-ratio 

(defined as the ratio between the axon diameter to the outer myelinated fibre diameter), 

and the spacing and length of the myelin along an axon – the myelin internodes. Along 

an axon, internodes are separated by nodes of Ranvier (where voltage-gated sodium (Na) 

and potassium (K) channels reside, allowing for the propagation of the action potential). 

The start and end part of each internode consists of the paranodal region, which contains 

membrane proteins (such as contactin-associated protein, Caspr) that attach the myelin 

to the axon. The juxtaparanodal region expresses the majority of K channels, while the 

node of Ranvier contains the voltage-gated Na-channels. Figure 1.1 shows a schematic of 

the different parts of a myelinated axon.  
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Figure 1.1 Structure of a myelinated neuron. Schematic diagram (adapted from 

Arancibia-Carcamo & Atwell, 2014) showing the different parts of a myelinated neuron. 

At the border with the node of Ranvier (here enlarged for clearer illustration) several 

domains can be observed: the paranodal region (that attaches the myelin to the axon), 

the juxtaparanode (where the majority of voltage-gated potassium channels resides) and 

the node of Ranvier itself, which contains the voltage-gated sodium channels.  
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1.1.5 Function of myelin 

 

Increasing conduction speed 

Myelin helps the current to spread further and faster between the nodes of Ranvier, 

speeding up the action potential. This happens through saltatory conduction, where 

action potentials ‘skip’ from node to node. As an action potential is generated, it travels 

in the form of a depolarising wave along the axon. Voltage-gated sodium channels allow 

for sodium influx until a depolarisation threshold is reached and each sodium channel 

depolarises a part of the axonal membrane in this fashion. In an unmyelinated axon the 

action potential travels steadily, but not very fast. This can be sped up in two ways: either 

by increasing the axonal diameter or by insulating the axon (thereby increasing the 

membranes’ transverse resistance and decreasing its capacitance). In myelinated axons 

the high resistance and low capacitance allow for a faster and further spread of 

membrane depolarisation, while decreasing any ‘current leaks’ along the way (Hartline 

and Colman, 2007). In this fashion myelination has been estimated to accelerate 

conduction speed ten to hundred times, contingent upon the diameter of the axon 

(Hartline and Colman, 2007; Nave, 2010). However, given spatial constraints an optimal 

g-ratio has been suggested (0.77) and experimentally verified (0.72-0.81) (Chomiak and 

Hu, 2009).  

 

Supporting axons  

Apart from being an excellent insulator that increases conduction speed in firing neurons, 

myelin has been found to provide axonal support. Oligodendrocytes (OLs) are 

metabolically active and connect directly with axons via myelinic channels that allow for 

dynamic and bi-directional movement of macromolecules to and from the internodal 

periaxonal space (just underneath the myelin sheath) (Nave, 2010). In addition, 

myelinating OLs have been found to provide axons with lactate (Funfshilling et al., 2012) 

as well as growth factors (Dai et al., 2003; Wilkins et al., 2003).  
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Fine-tuning of axonal signalling  

Besides the axonal support that myelin provides, and its conduction speed accelerating 

effect, myelin might play a role in the fine-tuning of neuronal signalling. It is now clear 

that axons are not either myelinated or unmyelinated, and instead axons that belong to 

the same cell types that originate from the same region can show remarkably different 

myelination patterns (Tomassy et al., 2014). These differences in myelin distribution 

might affect the conduction speed in individual axons and therefore affect the 

synchronisation of electrical signals (Fields, 2008; see also section 1.3 and chapter 4).  

 

 

1.2 Oligodendrocytes and their progenitor cells 
 

1.2.1 OPC origin, proliferation and differentiation  

 

Oligodendrocytes originate from OPCs, which have been given different names since 

being discovered (O2A progenitors, Raff et al., 1983; NG2 glia due to expressing NG2 and 

not always differentiating into OLs postnatally, synaptocytes and polydendrocytes 

because of their characteristics; Verkhratsky and Butt, 2013). OPCs comprise the major 

dividing cell population in the adult mammalian brain, representing up to 9% of its total 

cell population (Pringle, Mudhar, Collarini & Richardson, 1992; Dawson et al., 2003), and 

are distributed across grey and white matter equally. Their numbers have been found to 

stay remarkably constant throughout life (Rivers et al., 2008) and OPCs have been shown 

to continue proliferating (Young et al, 2013). They originate from specific regions during 

development, and are produced in three ‘waves’ (in detail discussed by Kessaris et al., 

2006).  

 

Once generated, OPCs have to migrate, proliferate and differentiate into OLs in order to 

achieve myelination. Both their migration, proliferation and differentiation are regulated 

by growth factors and various molecules. For example, increased expression of PDGFRa 

has been found to lead to an elevation of OPC numbers, while a knockout of PDGFR-a has 
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the opposite effect (through reduced proliferation) (Calver et al., 1998; Fruttiger et al., 

2000). The function of OPCs is discussed in the next section.  

 

1.2.2 OPC function  

 

The CNS contains an equal distribution of OPCs across its white and grey matter, and the 

differentiation of OPCs into OLs occurs gradually – first the OPC becomes a pre-

myelinating OL (Trapp, Nishiyama, Cheng, & Macklin, 1997). OPCs have been suggested 

to be multipotent as they have been observed to give rise to astrocytes (Raff, Miller & 

Noble, 1983) and neurons in vitro (Diers-Fenger et al. 2001) and in vivo (Rivers et al. 2008, 

Guo et al. 2009), as well as Schwann cells (Zawadzka et al., 2010). However, up to 9% of 

of all cells are so called ‘adult OPCs’, which are able to self-renew (Horner et al., 2000) 

and reside in the adult CNS. The question why adult OPCs are omnipresent in such high 

numbers has been debated for decades, but it is clear that these OPCs can generate many 

OLs (Dimou et al., 2008, Rivers et al., 2008), mostly in the white matter. However, the 

purpose for such high numbers of OPCs in the grey matter is still unclear. A pivotal study 

by McKenzie et al. (2014) demonstrated how adult OPCs were essential for motor 

learning to occur, and it has been proposed that these OPCs - through direct 

communication with axons and their ability to sense glutamatergic signalling - might play 

a role in myelin plasticity. Myelin plasticity will be discussed in more detail in chapter 5 

and section 1.3. The sequence from OPC to myelin is illustrated in Figure 1.2.  

 

1.3 Myelination  

 

Myelination in the CNS happens spatiotemporally, meaning that certain regions are 

myelinated before others (e.g. the spinal cord before the brain, specific regions in the 

brain before others). The myelination pattern in the adult CNS is also different per region, 

with areas such as the optic nerve, corpus callosum and anterior commissure being close 

to fully myelinated, while myelination in the grey matter cortical regions is less dense 

(Tomassy et al., 2014). In the following sections I will discuss the formation of the myelin 

sheath, the timing and developmental mechanisms as well as myelin plasticity.  
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Figure 1.2 Sequence of myelin formation. Schematic diagram (adapted from Sampaio-

Baptista & Johansen-Berg, 2017) showing the sequence of myelin formation. OPCs first 

(A) proliferate and (B) differentiate into OLs that subsequently (C) generate myelin on 

axonal regions. (D) The amount of myelin parts is determined within a few hours, and (E) 

sometimes a retraction occurs after this time. (F) When myelin sheaths are wrapped 

around a certain axon (G) the axonal activity might subsequently modulate its thickness 

and length.  
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1.3.1 Formation of the myelin sheath   

 

The development of electron microscopy (EM) allowed for the visualisation of the 

microstructure of myelin. It became clear that instead of being produced by the axon 

itself, myelin is in fact the result of compacted cell membrane layers (see Figure 1.1) that 

wrap around it, and is generated by glial cells.  

When myelin layers are formed, the cytoplasm is driven out of most parts except the 

inner and outer layers – the ones in between become compacted, which is driven by 

myelin basic protein (MBP). Up to hundred such layers can wrap around an axon, and the 

cellular and molecular mechanisms of this intricate process have received increased 

attention over the last decades (Fields, 2014).  

When an OL makes contact with an axon it creates a membrane junction which allows for 

intracellular communication between itself and the axon (Wake et al., 2011). OLs are 

highly polarised and the movement of molecules is regulated in a polarised way by these 

cells in order to maintain myelins’ intricate composition (Snaidero et al., 2014).  

Live imaging experiments have shown how the oligodendrocyte enlarges in a lateral 

fashion (like a ribbon, or triangularly wrapped croissant) while wrapping the axon, so that 

it can span the entire width (Sobottka et al., 2011).  

Because the inner part of the myelin sheath is compacted, the trafficking of proteins and 

lipids from the OLs to the axon would be impaired. However, the uncompacted myelin at 

each axonal membrane end forms a long cytoplasmic channel that spirals around the 

axon towards every node of Ranvier (these paranodal loops are visible in an axonal cross 

section), therefore allowing for molecular transport (Fields, 2014; Snaidero et al., 2014).  

Figure 1.2 illustrates the formation of the myelin sheath.  
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1.3.2 Timing of myelination and developmental mechanisms  

 

Early studies on cortical development pinpointed four key characteristics of human 

myelination. It continues well into adulthood (Kaes, 1907; Yakovlev and Lecours, 1967), 

it follows a clear temporal sequence that is similar across species (Gibson, 1970), the time 

from the onset of myelination until its completion contains three distinct myelination 

‘cycles’ (Flechsig, 1901; Yakovlev and Lecours, 1967; Miller et al., 2012) and myelination 

within each brain area follows a stereotypical pattern, where axons of larger diameter 

are myelinated first, compared to smaller diameter axons (Matthews and Duncan, 1971; 

Remahl and Hildebrand, 1982). 

 These early findings have been subsequently validated by advanced imaging methods. It 

has been observed that caudal brain regions myelinate earlier than rostral regions, and 

the same pattern has been observed for central brain regions compared to peripheral 

ones, respectively (Foran and Peterson, 1992; Deoni et al., 2011).  

Deep brain regions are myelinated before the outer, more superficial ones (Yakovlev and 

Lecours, 1967; Kinney et al., 1988). Certain areas myelinate early during development, an 

example being the corticospinal tract (Burgel et al., 2006).  

Other areas myelinate late, such as the association fibers – an example is the uncinate 

fasciculus (connecting the temporal and frontal lobe), which has been found to myelinate 

very late and shows large individual variability in myelination (that has subsequently been 

found to correlate with behavioural differences, see Olson et al., 2015).  

Importantly, brain areas that myelinate early show much less individual variability, which 

suggests different myelination programs (potentially distinguishing between 

developmental myelination and myelin plasticity – see also the next sections as well as 

the main discussion).  
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Figure 1.3 Two modes of myelination: activity-dependent and independent.  A schematic 

diagram of the two types of myelination programs. (A) An activity independent mode of 

myelination and myelination that depends on neuronal activity. When the concentration 

of neuregulin is low, myelination occurs irrespective of neuronal activity. (B) When the 

concentration of neuregulin reaches a high level, it induces a switch to the activity-

dependent myelination program. Neuregulin signalling via ErbB receptors causes 

upregulation of NMDA receptor responses in oligodendrocytes, making them more 

sensitive to glutamate, released from active axons. This causes an increase in the 

myelination efficiency. It occurs faster and may allow oligodendrocytes to priorities 

selection of firing axons over the inactive ones. (B’) A diagram of identified intracellular 

signalling events underlying the activity-dependent myelination program. Neuregulin 

binds to ErbB receptors on oligodendrocytes, activating the PI3K/Akt signalling cascade 

and inducing phosphorylation of the transcription factor Creb, which most likely regulates 

the expression of myelin genes. Neuregulin-ErbB signalling is potentiated by integrins. 

Calcium influx through NMDA receptors may enhance Akt and/or Creb signalling or 

increase myelination via a different signalling cascade (de-Faria et al., 2017).  

oligodendrocyte lineage cells has little effect on
developmental myelination but disrupts experience-
dependent myelination (Makinodan et al., 2012).
Therefore, to address the mechanisms and the role of
activity dependent myelination, the timing of the
manipulations may be critical, similar to develop-
ment of neuronal circuits where a critical period
exists and depending on when mechanisms of activity
are manipulated lead to different effects on the circuit
(Turrigiano, 2011; see also BOX 2). The relative
importance of each mode of myelination is still
unclear. But, the mode of myelination which is
employed seems to be axon specific, at least in
embryonic development (Koudelka et al., 2016). It is
possible that CNS regions myelinated before or
shortly after birth are myelinated primarily by an
innate myelination program, independent of neuronal

activity. In contrast, tracts or circuits which depend
on experience for correct development, and areas that
myelinate late and show a larger individual variance,
are primarily myelinated by a program that can adjust
to changes in the environment of the individual and
is dependent on neuronal activity. Similarities with
these two modes of myelination can be drawn from
circuit development, where both intrinsic program,
independent of neuronal firing rate and a program
dependent of neuronal activity are employed, and the
dependence on each is developmentally regulated
(Zhang and Poo 2001; Turrigiano, 2011; see also
BOX 2). Conceivably activity-dependent myelination
might have evolved to speed up, as it is a faster mode
of myelination (Lundgaard et al., 2013), and target
myelination to occur on “correctly” firing active
axons during periods of developmental plasticity or

Figure 3 Two modes of myelination. A schematic diagram of the two types of myelination programs.
(A) An activity independent mode of myelination and myelination that depends on neuronal activity.
When the concentration of neuregulin is low, myelination occurs irrespective of neuronal activity. (B)
When the concentration of neuregulin reaches a high level, it induces a switch to the activity-dependent
myelination program. Neuregulin signaling via ErbB receptors causes upregulation of NMDA receptor
responses in oligodendrocytes, making them more sensitive to glutamate, released from active axons.
This causes an increase in the myelination efficiency. It occurs faster and may allow oligodendrocytes
to priorities selection of firing axons over the inactive ones. (B0) A diagram of identified intracellular
signaling events underlying the activity-dependent myelination program. Neuregulin binds to ErbB
receptors on oligodendrocytes, activating the PI3K/Akt signaling cascade and inducing phosphorylation
of the transcription factor Creb, which most likely regulates the expression of myelin genes.
Neuregulin-ErbB signaling is potentiated by integrins. Calcium influx through NMDA receptors may
enhance Akt and/or Creb signaling or increase myelination via a different signaling cascade.

Myelin Plasticity 99

Developmental Neurobiology
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1.3.3 Neuronal activity regulated myelination  

 

Neuronal activity has been suggested as a mechanism behind myelin plasticity, and it 

seems to be regulating OPC and OLs numbers as blocking neuronal activity in vivo with 

tetrodotoxin (TTX) alters OPCs proliferation (Barres and Raff, 1993; Gautier et al., 2015). 

Electrical stimulation has been found to increase OPC proliferation and OL differentiation 

in the corticospinal tract and subcortical white matter (Li et al., 2010; Gibson et al., 2014) 

and blocking synaptic transmission has been found to impair myelination (and 

remyelination) in vivo (Wake et al., 2011; Hines et al., 2015; Mensch et al., 2015; Gautier 

et al., 2015; Etxeberria et al., 2016). In addition, TTX eye injections have been shown to 

diminish myelination in the optic nerve, while stimulating the premotor cortex through 

optogenetics results in improved motor function and increased myelin thickness (Gibson 

et al., 2014). It needs to be noted, however, that myelination can also occur without 

neuronal activity (Colello et al., 1995; Shrager and Novakovic, 1995; Colello and Pott, 

1997; Rosenberg et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2013; Bechler et al., 2015), and it is possible that 

two different modes of myelination occur (activity-dependent and activity-independent, 

developmental versus plastic myelination, etc. – see main discussion and section 1.3.4 

and 1.3.5). These two modes of myelination are shown in Figure 1.3.  

 

1.3.4 Myelination and learning  

 

Human studies  

Learning a new skill has repeatedly been found to correlate with white matter volume 

increases (Hofstetter et al., 2013; Long and Corfas, 2014; Lakhani et al., 2016). For 

example, diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) studies in humans have shown how learning a 

skill such as piano practising during childhood is associated with an increase in white 

matter and changes in the structure of various fibre tracts in adulthood (Bengtsson et al., 

2005). Hofstetter et al. (2013) further investigated structural changes in white matter 

regions induced by learning, in both humans and rats, providing an interesting 

translational approach. In both species changes in mean diffusivity (MD) and fractional 
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anisotropy (FA) were observed in the same brain region (the fornix, which connects the 

hippocampus to the medial diencephalon and is implicated in memory processes), 

between a pre- and post-scan, which was separated by a training session were learning 

occurred. In addition, a correlation between the DTI parameters and behavioural 

performance was found in humans and rats alike, providing further evidence that learning 

induces structural changes in the white matter. Similarly, working memory training 

correlates with an increase in fractional anisotropy (FA) in the relevant white matter 

regions, suggesting that this type of learning leads to increased myelination (Takeuchi et 

al., 2010). Other studies found white matter volume increases in response to complex 

visuomotor skill learning (Scholz et al., 2009), as well as learning skills such as reading, 

where white matter increases in the corpus callosum have been linked to inter-

hemispheric connectivity that coincides with learning this skill (Carreiras et al., 2009). 

Changes in white matter volume have been also linked to environmental deprivation in 

childhood (Eluvathingal et al., 2006; Hanson et al., 2013; Teicher et al., 2004). To which 

extent these types of white matter changes as measured by human imaging studies 

represent changes in myelin directly is currently unclear, and this will be further discussed 

in Chapter 3. It is being debated whether such changes are necessary for learning or 

merely indicate a modification of the circuitry in response to learning.  

 

Animal studies  

Currently, micro-scale changes in myelin need animal models to be efficiently addressed, 

and several studies have done so. For example, learning a complex motor skill increases 

the generation of new myelinating OLs, and blocking this process (by knocking out myelin 

regulatory factor) prevents animals from learning this skill adequately (McKenzie et al., 

2014). Importantly, MBP translation happens within minutes to hours of neuronal activity 

(Wake et al., 2011; Sudhof et al., 2013), and pre-myelinating OLs (as identified by the 

Ennp6 marker) have been observed being generated within only 2 hours of motor 

learning (Xiao et a., 2016). In addition, social deprivation early in life has been linked to 

behavioural and cognitive symptoms in adulthood, that correlate with white matter 

changes observed (decreased myelin thickness, reduced number of myelinated axons; 

(Gyllensten and Malmfors, 1963; Makinodan et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2012; Barrera et al., 

2013). Together, these findings suggest that experience might regulate myelination, and 
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the mechanisms behind this process are discussed in section 1.3.5. Different forms of 

myelin plasticity are discussed in Chapter 5 and shown in Figure 1.4.  

 

1.3.5 Mechanisms underpinning myelin plasticity   

 

A plethora of signals are known to regulate myelination, but the fact that myelination 

correlates with learning, and learning is driven by alterations in neuronal activity, makes 

it conceivable that neuronal activity-dependent myelination may be a driver for myelin 

plasticity. A number of mechanisms may in turn underlie regulation of myelination by 

neuronal activity, discussed in detail below.  

 

Axon-OPC Synapses 

OPCs express neurotransmitter receptors, such as ionotropic glutamate receptors, and 

receive synaptic inputs from unmyelinated axons (or from unmyelinated segments of 

partially myelinated axons), making them able to sense and respond to changes in 

neuronal activity (Gallo et al., 1996; Yuan et al., 1998; Karadottir et al., 2005; Karadottir 

et al., 2008; Spampinato et al., 2014; Fannon et al., 2015; Spitzer et al., 2016). Thus, 

synaptic communication between unmyelinated axons and OPCs might underlie learning-

dependent myelination. Glutamatergic inputs may be particularly important in this 

context, as over 90% of projection axons and association fibers are glutamatergic. Axon-

OPC synapses are found during development and throughout the mature CNS, in both 

grey and white matter (Bergles et al., 2000; Chittajallu et al., 2004; Lin and Bergles, 2004; 

Karadottir et al., 2005; Kukley et al., 2007; Ziskin et al., 2007; Karadottir et al., 2008; 

Muller et al., 2009; Gautier et al., 2015). Remarkably, overlapping populations of OPCs 

and postsynaptic neurons exhibit synchronized spontaneous activity, indicating that OPCs 

are indeed able to sense the pattern of activity arising in circuits (Mangin et al., 2008; 

Muller et al., 2009). Thus, axon-OPC synapses provide a cellular mechanism through 

which OPCs and the oligodendrocytes they generate can affect changes in myelin in 

response to neuronal activity.  
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Evidence supporting a function of axon-OPC synapses and glutamate signalling in myelin 

plasticity comes from studies showing that block of vesicular release of glutamate or 

glutamate receptor activity impairs myelination (Wake et al., 2011; Lundgaard et al., 

2013; Mensch et al., 2015). In addition, axon-OPC synapses are upregulated following 

demyelination and block of vesicular release, neuronal activity or glutamate receptors in 

demyelinated lesions prevents OPC differentiation and subsequent remyelination 

(Gautier et al., 2015). Collectively, these studies indicate that glutamate signalling via 

axon-OPC synapses is an important mechanism engaged by neuronal activity in the 

control of myelin plasticity.  

 

Activity-Dependent Release of Growth Factors  

Neurotransmitters and growth factors are released in an activity-dependent manner and 

some are known to play a role in myelination. In particular, neuregulin 1 (NRG1) and 

brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) are critical to render myelination responsive to 

glutamate and neuronal activity (Lundgaard et al., 2013). In the PNS, levels of NRG1 

expression on the axonal surface correlates with myelination, and ectopic expression of 

NRG1 results in myelination of axons which otherwise would remain unmyelinated 

(Taveggia et al., 2005). This observation suggests that, in the developing PNS, NRG1 

signalling through ErbB3 receptors provides a molecular mechanism for axon targeting 

by myelinating Schwann cells. Initial characterization of NRG1 function in the CNS 

revealed that no major alterations in myelin levels result from the absence of 

NRG1/ErbB3 signalling in oligodendrocytes (Brinkmann et al., 2008). However, further 

analysis on CNS specific areas indicated that thinner myelin profiles develop when ErbB3 

is ablated in oligodendrocytes at a later time point of development (Makinodan et al., 

2012). Thus, perhaps indicating that the different waves or cycles of myelination 

mentioned above may have a different molecular signal.  

When soluble NRG1 or BDNF is added to dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neuron-OPC co-

cultures they induce a switch in myelination from an activity-independent to an activity-

dependent mode (Lundgaard et al., 2013). NRG1 and BDNF modulate the subunit 

composition of glial N-methyl-D-Aspartate receptors (NMDAR) to potentiate glutamate-
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evoked, NMDAR-dependent OPC currents, rendering OPCs responsive to axon-derived 

glutamate, and myelination sensitive to neuronal activity. These results suggest that 

NRG1 and BDNF signalling underlie myelination dependence on neuronal activity and 

provide mechanisms of axon target selection in the context of CNS myelin plasticity, 

where active axons are predominantly myelinated. Importantly, NRG1 expression itself is 

regulated by experience and neuronal activity, suggesting that as circuits mature and 

become active, NRG1 levels are up regulated and myelination switches to the activity-

dependent mode (Ozaki et al., 2004; Makinodan et al., 2012).  

Regulation of myelin plasticity by growth factors is reminiscent of synaptic plasticity as 

NRG1 also regulates the balance between excitatory and inhibitory neuronal 

transmission, synaptic plasticity and glutamate receptor density at the synapse depends 

on precisely regulated levels of NRG1 expression (Li et al., 2007; Jiang et al., 2013; 

Agarwal et al., 2014). Moreover, regulated BDNF secretion modulates both synaptic 

transmission and plasticity in the mature CNS (Kang and Schuman, 1995; Figurov et al., 

1996; Ji et al., 2010). Thus, a commonality between myelin and synaptic plasticity 

emerges, in that activity-dependent secretion of growth factors, in particular NRG1 and 

BDNF, comprises a general mechanism employed by neuronal activity in the regulation 

of these two forms of plasticity in the adult CNS.  

 

Axonal Surface Proteins  

Synaptic input, along with growth factor signalling, is not likely to be the only mechanism 

regulating myelin plasticity, particularly because CNS axons develop individual myelin 

profiles, which are not necessarily uninterrupted along the axonal length (Deschenes and 

Landry, 1980; Remahl and Hildebrand, 1982; Tomassy et al., 2014). Regulated expression 

of axonal surface proteins is another mechanism that may underlie activity-induced 

changes in myelin; for example, the cell adhesion molecule L1. Low-frequency (0.1Hz) 

stimulation of DRG neurons in vitro downregulates levels of L1, indicating that specific 

patterns of neuronal activity controls L1 expression in neurons (Itoh et al., 1995). Notably, 

addition of L1 blocking antibodies or L1-FC fusion proteins to myelinating co-cultures 

impairs initiation of myelination, suggesting that neuron–glia interactions mediated by L1 
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are necessary for myelination induction (Seilheimer et al., 1989; Wood et al., 1990; Barbin 

et al., 2004) and that neuronal activity might control L1 expression as a mechanism for 

regulation of myelination. This has been indirectly demonstrated in vitro for the PNS, as 

low- frequency stimulation impairs myelination and this is prevented by artificially raising 

L1 expression levels (Stevens et al., 1998). However, further experiments will be 

necessary to demonstrate if a comparable mechanism is in place during myelin plasticity 

in the CNS.  

 

Axon–Myelin Synapse  

In addition to OPCs, mature OLs in the myelin sheath also express ionotropic glutamate 

receptors (Karadottir et al., 2005; Butt et al., 2014). NMDAR-dependent calcium waves 

are elicited in the inner tongue of the myelin sheath in response to chemical ischemia in 

vitro and this mechanism might play a role in white matter glutamatergic toxicity (Micu 

et al., 2006). In the healthy CNS, axon–myelin communication might regulate trophic 

support to axons, as stimulation of NMDAR mobilizes glucose transporters to the myelin 

sheath and conditional deletion of oligodendrocyte NMDAR impairs axonal recovery 

following oxygen-glucose deprivation (Saab et al., 2016). Remarkably, electrical 

stimulation of optic nerve axons induces calcium changes in the myelin sheath, which are 

NMDAR-dependent and sensitive to block of glutamate vesicular release (Micu et al., 

2016) and artificial stimulation of motor cortex activity results in increased thickness of 

mature myelin sheaths (Gibson et al., 2014).  

These findings suggest that, in addition to axon- OPC synapses, direct communications 

between axons and the myelin sheath might exist that underlie activity- dependent, 

glutamate-mediated changes in myelin, primarily in sheath thickness and internode 

length. A molecular mechanism potentially important to this form of modification is the 

regulation of myelin growth by PI3K/Akt signaling. Constitutive activation of Akt in 

oligodendrocytes induces continued myelination throughout the mouse life span (Flores 

et al., 2008) and tamoxifen-inducible deletion of PTEN—a PI3K inhibitor—reinitiates 

myelin growth in adult animals (Goebbels et al., 2010). These findings indicate that 

PI3K/Akt signaling provides a temporal component to the regulation of myelin growth, 
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with activation of PI3K/Akt dictating the time of myelination initiation.  

Recently, high-pressure freezing electron microscopy (EM) allowed for the identification 

of cytoplasmic channels running through forming myelin sheaths (see also Section 1.3.1). 

These channels, which are reminiscent of the PNS myelin Schimidt–Lanterman incisures, 

contain vesicles that provide membrane components to the active myelin growth zone 

at the inner tongue (Snaidero et al., 2014). With time, cytoplasmic channels are closed 

and are no longer observed after myelin is fully compacted. However, experimental 

elevation of PIP3 levels and activation of Akt signaling in myelinating oligodendrocytes, 

reopens cytoplasmic channels, and reinitiates myelin growth in adult mice (Snaidero et 

al., 2014), suggesting a cellular mechanism, also dependent on PI3K/Akt signaling, 

through which myelin thickness and internode length may change after development. In 

principle, reopening of myelin cytoplasmic channels could also function as a cellular 

mechanism for sheath retraction and reduction of myelin thickness, although other 

mechanisms must be additionally in place, since, overall, activation of PI3K/Akt pathway 

results in hyper-myelination (Flores et al., 2008; Goebbels et al., 2010). It has yet to be 

demonstrated if neuronal activity can regulate PI3K/Akt signaling to reactivate myelin 

growth. Intriguingly, NRG1, the expression of which is driven by experience (Makinodan 

et al., 2012; Ozaki et al., 2004), induces PI3K/Akt activation, and the increased 

myelination observed following NRG1 treatment of myelinating co-cultures in vitro is 

mediated via PI3K/Akt signaling (Lundgaard et al., 2013). Furthermore, activation of OPC 

glutamate receptors induces Akt signaling (Gallo et al., 1994), suggesting that activity-

dependent release of glutamate onto axon-OPC synapses or NRG1 secretion could be 

involved in reinitiation of myelin growth through PI3K/Akt signalling.  
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Figure 1.4 Different forms of myelin plasticity. This figure shows different forms of 

myelin plasticity - neuronal activity can in principle effect changes in myelin by four 

different mechanisms: (1) myelination of unmyelinated axons, (2) myelination of 

unmyelinated segments of partially myelinated axons, (3) structural modification of 

existing internodes, and (4) architectural changes in the nodes of Ranvier (De-Faria Jr et 

al., 2017). 

mechanisms regulating myelination, each for a differ-
ent brain area and/or myelination cycle.

Novel imaging methods have validated most of the
early histological observations that myelination pro-
ceeds from deep to superficial brain regions (Yakov-
lev and Lecours, 1967; Kinney et al., 1988), with the
association fibers being myelinated last. For example
the uncinate fasciculus, which connects the limbic
regions in the temporal lobe to the frontal lobe, is one
of the last tracts to become myelinated and shows the
greatest individual variability in myelination, which
has been associated with differences in behavior
(Olson et al., 2015). In line with this, areas that mye-
linate early in development, such as the corticospinal
tract, show less individual variability than areas that
myelinate late, such as the association fibers (B!urgel
et al., 2006). This may suggest that areas that are
myelinated before or shortly after birth have an
intrinsic less-changeable myelination program, but
areas that myelinate late, with larger individual vari-
ance, are myelinated by a program that can adjust to
changes in the environment of the individual.

Several factors in the environment seem to be able
to modulate white matter (Fields, 2008; Liu et al.,
2012; Makinodan et al., 2012; Bergmann and Frisen,
2013; Etxeberria et al., 2016) and would therefore
alter the conduction speed of neuronal signalling

(Pajevic et al., 2014; Ford et al., 2015; Etxeberria
et al., 2016; Arancibia-Carcamo et al., 2017). There
is growing evidence indicating that learning a new
skill might increase white matter volume, and find-
ings demonstrating that myelination correlates with
the learning observed (Hofstetter et al., 2013; Long
and Corfas, 2014; Lakhani et al., 2016). For example,
piano practicing during childhood has been associ-
ated with an increase in white matter volume and
changes in the structure of various fiber tracts in
adulthood, as measured with DTI (Bengtsson et al.,
2005). In addition, working memory training corre-
lates with an increase in fractional anisotropy (FA) in
the relevant white matter region, suggesting that this
type of learning leads to increased myelination
(Takeuchi et al., 2010). Similarly, learning a complex
visuomotor skill such as juggling (Scholz et al.,
2009) increases white matter structural changes in
the intraparietal sulcus. White matter changes have
been further observed during various types of skill
learning such as reading, where white matter
increases in the corpus callosum are linked to inter-
hemispheric connectivity that coincides with learning
this skill (Carreiras et al., 2009).

The question arises as to what extent modifications
in white matter structure identified in human imaging
studies are indicative of myelin changes. Although

Figure 2 Different forms of myelin plasticity. Neuronal activity can in principle effect changes in
myelin by four different mechanisms: (1) myelination of unmyelinated axons, (2) myelination of
unmyelinated segments of partially myelinated axons, (3) structural modification of existing intern-
odes, and (4) architectural changes in the nodes of Ranvier.
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Aims and objectives 

 

The overall aims of the work carried out in this thesis is as follows:  

1) To thoroughly examine, characterise and demonstrate the developmental 

features of myelination in the mouse brain, especially the somatosensory and 

motor cortices (grey matter), as well as the corpus callosum (white matter). 

Parameters such as internodal length have not been studied in detail in these 

areas and lifespan context, which is essential for understanding the role of 

myelination in health and disease.  

2) To evaluate the possibility of learning paradigms such as spatial working memory 

to induce myelin plasticity changes in the brain regions that are known to be 

engaged during learning such tasks. 

3) To establish and troubleshoot various methodologies for myelin visualisation. 

 

These objectives are achieved by the methods described in Chapter 2 (general methods) 

and Chapter 3 (imaging myelin). Data on developmental myelination patterns and 

internodal length changed over the lifespan of a mouse in the somatosensory and motor 

cortices as well as corpus callosum are presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 shows the 

findings on myelin plasticity in response to learning a spatial working memory task. These 

findings are integrated and discussed further in Chapter 6 (general discussion).  
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CHAPTER II 

Materials and Methods
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2.1 Materials and Methods 
 

This chapter describes the general materials and methods used for the work that has 

been carried out and described in this thesis, and aims to give a solid overview of the 

design, experimental processes and methods used. Study specific details will be 

discussed in (and referred to) the relevant chapters.  

 

2.1.1 Experimental design  

Developmental Myelination  

The experiments described in Chapter 4 involve the characterisation of myelination over 

the course of life in the mouse somatosensory cortex, motor cortex and corpus 

callosum. For this study, a total of N=27 animals (C57/BL6, see section 2.1.2) has been 

used. There were 9 timepoints in total, ranging from postnatal day 0 (p0) to postnatal 

day 763, p=763; ~ 2years) with N=3 per timepoint and 3 fields of view (FOV) per animal 

(resulting in a total of 81 FOVs). The experimental design of this study is shown in Figure 

2.1. The dependent variables involved the level of myelination (as quantified by MBP 

percentage coverage of the brain area measured), and the internodal length of 

myelinated fibres per brain area. Both of these measures were compared between 

timepoints (independent variable).  
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Figure 2.1 Experimental design of developmental myelination study. This 

schematic illustrates the design of the study I discuss in Chapter 4 

(Developmental Myelination). As can be seen, 3 animals were sacrificed per 

timepoint and myelination was measured both by MBP percentage coverage 

in the primary somatosensory cortex, motor cortex and corpus callosum, as 

well as by measuring the internodal length distances in the primary 

somatosensory cortex.  
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Myelin plasticity  

 

The experiments described in Chapter 5 involve a pilot study followed by the main 

experiment. The final data has been pooled by adding together the pilot study, the main 

study (see Chapter 5 for an overview of the experimental design).  

 

2.1.2 Animals 

The study investigating developmental myelination (Chapter 4) used 27 animals (see 

section Mouse line I: Wildtype (C57BL6)).  The study in which myelin plasticity was 

measured in response to spatial working memory learning used in total 42 (6 for Pilot 

experiment, 36 for main experiment) (see section Mouse line II: Transgenic (PDGFR-a-Cre 

X Tau-GFP). All procedures were conducted in accordance with the UK Animals Scientific 

Procedures Act (1986).  

 

Mouse line I: Wildtype (C57/BL6) 

The animals used were bred and kept under the PPL (70/7670) of Robin Franklin, and 

were of the following strain: Black 6 (C57BL/6), originally made at Max Plank Institute for 

experimental Medicine, Gottingen, Germany, sent from Department of Pharmacology 

Oxford University, bred and kept in the Wellcome-Trust Cambridge Stem Cell Institute 

Animal Facility (Tennis Court Road). These mice were used for studying developmental 

cortical myelination, as well as for troubleshooting imaging methods for visualising myelin 

(Chapter 3).  

 

Mouse line II: Transgenic (PDGFR-a-Cre X Tau-GFP) 

For studying myelination during learning, the transgenic line (C57/BL6 background) 

expressed membrane bound green fluorescent protein (mGFP) under the Tau promotor 

(Tau-lox-STOP-lox-mGFP-IRES-NLS-LacZ-pA) and Cre-recombinase under the Pdgfra 

promotor (Pdgfra-CreERT2). In order to obtain the desired transgenic mouse line 

(expressing mGFP under the TAU promoter for mature oligodendrocytes, and Cre under 

the PDGFR-alpha promoter for OPCs; McKenzie et al. 2014) the two separate mouse 

strains (Tau-mGFP and Pdgfra-CreERT2) were kindly provided by the laboratory of Bill 
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Richardson and imported from The Wolfson Institute for Biomedical Research, University 

College London into the Combined Animal Facility (CAF) in Cambridge.  After importing 

these separate strains into the CAF the animals used for this study (Chapter 5, and parts  

of Chapter 3) were held and bred under the PPL (70/7779) of Prof Timothy Bussey in the 

CAF. Cell-type specificity for the inducible CreER strains has been previously 

demonstrated by crossing them individually to Rosa-Yfp and immunolabeling double-

transgenic offspring (post tamoxifen administration) for sex-determining region Y box 10 

(OL lineage cells) and PDGFR-alpha (OPC). A schematic of the animal line used is shown 

in Figure 2.1.  

 

2.1.3 Genotyping 

Ear-clip biopsies were collected for genotyping by the technicians at the Combined 

Animal Facility (CAF) at Cambridge University, UK. For genotype determination and 

selection of the parent animals for the transgenic (PDGFR-a-Cre X Tau-GFP) mouse line 

both regular and qualitative real time (qRT) polymerase chain reactions (PCR) were 

performed.  

 

DNA purification  

DNA was isolated using the QIAamp DNA mini kit (Qiagen, UK) per the manufacturer’s 

instructions, as described below. To the collected earsnips 180 µl ATL buffer and 20 µl 

Proteinase K was added and the samples were mixed by vortexing. The samples were 

then incubated at 56°C until the tissue was completely lysed, after which they were 

centrifuged for 30 seconds. 200 µl AL buffer was added and the mixture was vortexed for 

15 seconds, incubated at 70°C for 10 minutes and centrifuged briefly (30 s) to remove 

any drops from the lid. Subsequently 200 µl ethanol (96-100%) was added, followed again 

by vortexing and centrifuging briefly. After centrifugation, the solution was transferred 

to QIamp columns, centrifuged again (at 8000 rpm / 6000 G) for 1 min and the column 

was placed in a clean 2ml collection tube, while the previously collected liquid was 

discarded. The QIamp columns were then carefully opened and 500 µl AW1 buffer was  
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Figure 2.2 Schematic showing the transgenic animal line and design used for the myelin 

plasticity study. Upon tamoxifen administration cre-recombination is achieved, making 

newly made oligodendrocytes detectable through mGFP expression.  
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added, followed by centrifugation at 8000 rpm (6000 G) for 1 min and another transfer 

to a clean collection tube (discarding the old one). After carefully opening the QIamp 

columns 500 µl AW2 buffer was added and samples were again centrifuged, this time at 

full speed (14000 rpm / 20000 G) for 3 min. The QIamp mini spin columns were then 

placed in a clean 1.5 ml tube and centrifuged at full speed again for 1 min, followed by 

another transfer to a clean 1.5 ml tube. Finally, the QIamp columns were opened and 50 

µl AE buffer was added and the samples were centrifuged at 8000 rpm (6000 G) for 8 

min. Once the purified DNA was obtained its concentration and quality per sample was 

measured with NanoDropTM. 

 

PCR & qRT-PCR 

Standard PCR was performed by adding 1 µl of the purified DNA to 23 µl of MegaMix and 

1 µl of primer mix (see forward and reverse primers in Table 2.3). The samples were run 

in the PCR machine on the following programme: 94°C for 3 min, 60°C for 60s, 72°C for 

60s, 95°C for 30s – this was repeated for 30 cycles. Then 60°C for 60s, 72°C for 10 min 

and 4°C hold. A 2% Agarose gel was made by dissolving 2g of Agarose in 100ml of 1x TAE 

(Tris Acetate EDTA, Sigma Aldrich) buffer in a conical flask and boiling for 2-3 min in a 

microwave with regular stir intervals. Ethidium Bromide was added (0.25 μg/mL) and the 

gel was poured into the cast and left to solidify. The samples were then loaded in separate 

wells and a 100bp DNA ladder was used. The gel was run for 30 min at 90V, and analysed 

by taking an image with the GelDoc System.  

 

For determination of the exact genotype (homozygous versus heterozygous) qRT-PCR 

was performed using the Taqman SuperScript III First-Strand Synthesis Supermix (Applied 

Biosystems, UK), custom ordered probes for Cre and GFP (see Table 2.3) and the 

StepOnePlus Rat GAPDH (Applied Biosystems, UK) was used as the housekeeping gene. 

Real Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems, UK) was used to run the experiment. Delta Ct 

values were calculated and brought to power -2, and Microsoft Excel was used to analyse 

the data. All reactions for qRT-PCR were done in triplicates.  
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Table 2.1 Probes used for PCR and qRT-PCR 

Primer Type Sequence Supplier Number 

GFP Fwd 5’ AGT GCT TCA GCC GCT ACC 3’ IDT Technologies 71254648 

GFP Rev 5’ GAA GAT GGT GCG CTC CTG 3’ IDT Technologies 71254649 

GFP Taqman  5’ /56-FAM/TTCAAGTCC/ZEN/GCCATGCCC 3’ IDT Technologies 71254646 

Cre  Fwd 5’ GCG GTC TGG CAG TAA AAA CTATC 3’ IDT Technologies 71254650 

Cre Rev 5’ GTG AAA CAG CAT TGC TGT CAC TT 3’ IDT Technologies 71254651 

Cre  Taqman 5’ /56-FAM/AAACATGCT/ZEN/TCATCGTCG 3’ IDT Technologies 71254647 

 

 

2.1.4 Perfusion fixation and tissue preparation 

All animals younger than three weeks’ old were decapitated according to the schedule 1 

procedure, upon which the brains were extracted and put into 4% paraformaldehyde 

(PFA) in Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) overnight. All other animals were deeply 

anesthetized with 5% isoflurane, followed by an intraperitoneal injection of sodium 

pentobarbital (100 mg, Dolethal, Vétoquinol, UK) and perfused transcardially with 4% 

PFA. The brain was collected from each animal and postfixed for 1 hour in 4% PFA at 4°C. 

The brains were subsequently transferred to PBS/0.05% sodium azide (NaN3) and 

sectioned in a coronal orientation at 100μm by using a Vibratome (Leica VT 1000 S). The 

collected sections underwent an immunohistochemistry protocol, upon which these 

were mounted and coverslipped using standard methods. 

For future electron microscopy (EM) analysis some animals were perfused with 4% 

glutaraldehyde and the brains were kept in 30% sucrose in PBS post dissection.  

 

2.1.5 Immunohistochemistry  

The floating sections were transferred (by using a paintbrush or a pipette) to wells in a 24 

well-plate, each containing 300 µL blocking permeabilizing solution (0.1M PBS, 10% goat 

serum and 0.05% Triton X-100) for 4 hours at room temperature on a rotary shaker. The 

sections were then incubated with primary antibodies (1:100, anti-MBP, rat, Bio-Rad 

aa82-87; 1:100, anti-CUX1, rabbit, Santa Cruz, sc-13025; 1:500, anti-CASPR, rabbit, 

Abcam, ab34151) overnight at room temperature on a rotary shaker. Following this, the 
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sections were washed 3 times with PBS for thirty minutes, and incubated with secondary 

antibodies (1:1000, goat anti-rat Alexa488, goat anti-rabbit Alexa555) overnight at 4°C on 

a rotary shaker. Sections were again washed 3 times with PBS for 30 minutes, upon which 

they were incubated with 4’,6-Diamidin-2-phenylindol (DAPI, 1:1000, D1306, 

ThermoFisher) for 20 minutes. Finally, the sections were mounted (Fluoromount G, 

Southern Biotech, USA) and coverslipped (polysine slides, Thermo Scientific, UK) after 

washing them for 30 min with PBS. The slides were dried overnight at RT and sealed with 

transparent nail polish before imaging. To control for endogenous autofluorescence of 

the stained tissue, as well as unspecific binding of the antibodies used, control samples 

(without primary antibodies added) were used in every experiment and imaged using the 

same settings.   

 

Primary antibodies 

 

Table 2.2 Primary antibodies used for immunohistochemistry  

 

 

Antigen Dilution Species Marker for Supplier Source/Cat 

no. 

GFP  1:1000 Chicken, 

lgY 

GFP+ OPCs Abcam ab13970 

MBP  1:100 Rat, 

lgG2a 

Myelinating 

Oligodendrocytes 

AbD 

Serotech 

aa82-87 

Olig2  1:200 Rabbit, 

lgG 

Mature 

Oligodendrocytes 

Millipore AB9610 

CUX1 / CDP  1:200 Rabbit, 

lgG 

Layer II-IV cortex SantaCruz sc-13024 

CASPR 1:500 Rabbit, 

lgG 

Internodes  Abcam Ab-34151 
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Secondary antibodies 

 

Table 2.3 Secondary antibodies used for immunohistochemistry  

Antigen Dilution Species Supplier Fluorophore 

Chicken lgY 1:1000 Goat Abcam 488 

Rat lgG 1:1000 Goat 
Life 

Technologies 
488 

Rabbit lgG 1:1000 Goat ThermoFisher 568 

Rabbit lgG 1:1000 Goat ThermoFisher 633 

 

 

Chemicals & reagents 

Goat Serum, Sigma-Aldrich Merck, G9023 

DAPI, Sigma-Aldrich Merck, D9542, for nucleic acid staining.  

Tamoxifen, Sigma-Aldrich Merck, T5648 

Corn oil, Sigma-Aldrich Merck, C8267 

 

Expansion microscopy reagents 

Acryloyl X (AcX) 

Monomer solution: 

- Sodium acrylate (stock concentration 38g/100mL, final concentration 

8.6g/100mL) 

- Acrylamide (stock concentration 50g/100mL, final concentration 2.5g/100mL) 

- N,Nʹ-Methylenebisacrylamide (stock concentration 2g/100mL, final 

concentration 0.15g/100mL) 

- Sodium chloride (stock concentration 29.2g/100mL, final concentration 

11.7g/100mL) 

- PBS (stock concentration 10X, final concentration 1X) 

- Total amount 9.4 mL (the remaining 6% volume to be brought up by the initiator, 

accelerator and inhibitor as described below) 
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Inhibitor soluation: 

- 4-hydroxy-TEMPO (4HT stock solution at 0.5%, final concentration 0.01%) 

(Inhibits gelation to enable diffusion into brain slices.) 

Accelerator solution: 

- TEMED (TEMED stock solution at 10%, final concentration 0.2% (w/w) 

(Accelerates radical generation by APS). 

Inititator solution: 

- APS (APS stock at 10%, final concentration 0.2% (w/w)). (This initiates the gelling 

process. This needs to be added last). 

Digestion Buffer: 

50 mM Tris pH 8.0 

1 mM EDTA,  

0.5% Triton X-100, 

0.8 M guanidine HCl (8M guanidine HCl stock solution can be kept at RT) 

Digestion Enzyme 

- Proteinase K (1:100, final concentration 8 units/mL) to digestion buffer before 

use. 

 

2.1.6 Microscopes and image processing 

Images were taken with a Zeiss ApoTome.2 microscope (Zeiss, Germany) at 20X 

magnification (using the tiling function. Z-projections were generated in the supplied Zen 

software (Zeiss, Germany) and a Leica Confocal microscope (Leica, SP5, Germany) at 63X. 

Images were either exported as “.tiff” or “.jpeg” files and further analysed in ImageJ, Zen 

software and LASAF software. Image processing was performed with Illustrator 2014 

(Adobe Systems), Photoshop 2014 (Adobe Systems) and Fiji (ImageJ 2.1.1). Zeiss 

Apotome images were analyzed with the Carl Zeiss ZEN blue (Lite) software. Confocal 

images from the Leica TCS SP5 were exported with Leica LAS AF (Lite). 

 

2.1.7 Tamoxifen preparation, administration & cre-recombination 

To achieve cre-recombination, tamoxifen was dissolved in corn oil and administered after 

the pre-training phase, for 4 consecutive days by oral gavage (40 mg/kg) as described by 
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McKenzie et al. (2014). Animals were observed for three days and allowed to recover 

before continuing with the pre-training phase. 

 

2.1.8 Behavioural training & apparatus  

To investigate the role of myelin in cognition I assessed whether learning a spatial working 

memory task that is known to engage the hippocampus as well as prefrontal regions will 

affect de novo myelinating oligodendrocyte differentiation in these brain regions. The 

Trial-Unique Non matching to Location (TUNL) task was developed by Talpos et al. (2010) 

and assesses working memory. It has proven to be hippocampus dependent in rats and 

mice (Kim et al., 2015). The TUNL can be performed by using a touchscreen environment 

(Campden Instruments, UK), which allows for a potential translation to human cognitive 

functioning as such cognitive paradigms are also used for human subjects (Oomen et al., 

2013; Robbins, 2006). Figure 2.2 shows the TUNL flowchart, and Figure 2.3 shows the 

touchscreen chamber and TUNL mask used.  

 

Hippocampus – Prefrontal circuitry & TUNL 

Spatial working memory that is assessed in this task can be dependent on the amount of 

time between trials (delay) as well as the distance between stimuli (spatial pattern 

separation). While the delay involves the retention of memories over time, the spatial 

pattern separation addresses how well memories are stored as unique representations 

(see overview refs in introduction McAllister et al. 2013). The TUNL paradigm has been 

developed in such a way that both delay and spatial separation can be assessed and 

modified (increasing/decreasing the delay between trials, and increasing/decreasing the 

spatial location of stimuli). 

 

Previous studies have suggested that while the hippocampus is involved in both 

processes, prefrontal regions may be only important for holding information over time 

and thus not affect spatial pattern separation. Indeed, Talpos et al. (2010) have shown 

that lesions in the rat hippocampus lead to impairments in working memory as measured 

by the TUNL paradigm – this affected both the delay as well as spatial pattern separation. 

However, when performance on the TUNL was assessed after mPFC lesions in rats 
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(McAllister, Saksida & Bussey, 2013) this led to an impairment on the delay condition 

only, leaving spatial pattern separation performance intact. McAllister et al. (2013) 

conclude that while prefrontal regions and the hippocampus do interact in working 

memory across a delay, only the hippocampus is needed for pattern separation.  

 

Touchscreen chambers  

The touchscreen operant chambers (Campden Instruments Ltd., UK) contain a 

touchscreen, a reward delivery magazine, two infra-red beams (for motor activity 

detection) and are enclosed by black walls (see Figure 2.3 for a schematic). A ‘mask’ with 

five windows corresponding to the task stimuli (each 4x4 cm and 1.5cm above the floor) 

was put in front of the touchscreens to prevent touching the screen unintentionally by 

the animal. As a reward during the task, strawberry flavoured milkshake (Yazoo, 

Friesland-Campina, Ltd., UK) was delivered through a pump. The touchscreen chambers 

were put in light-shielded and well ventilated dark boxes that contained a ‘house light’, a 

tone generator and an infra-red camera. The task was controlled by ABET software 

(Campden Instruments Ltd., UK) and further details about the operant chambers have 

been described by Kim et al. (2015) and Horner et al. (2013).  

 

Stages of touchscreen training and testing  

The use of any touchscreen paradigm will involve several steps before the actual task can 

be presented to the animal, as the animal needs to be motivated enough to learn 

(obtained by food deprivation) and needs to understand how to use the chamber (e.g. it 

needs to touch the screen to get a reward, know where the reward is, learn how to 

initiate a trial, and so forth). Table 2.4 gives an overview of these steps.   
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Pretraining  

 

The pretraining consists of five stages, discussed in detail by Oomen et al. (2013) and 

summarised here:  

 

1) Habituation 

After the animals have been food restricted, the first stage of pretraining starts 

during which they are habituated to the touchscreen chambers and food rewards 

used. During habituation, the animal is placed inside the chamber for 30 minutes 

with all the electronic components switched on (no task related software is 

activated yet at this point), and the reward (strawberry milkshake) present in the 

reward cabinet. Each animal needs to complete a minimum of two sessions, with 

the criterion to advance being the consumption of all rewards in one session.  

 

2) Training to associate stimuli on screen with reward 

The next stage introduces the animal to associating the offset of a stimulus on the 

screen with the delivery of the reward. A stimulus is presented on the screen 

(white square), and touching it is immediately rewarded (immediate offset, triple 

reward delivery, tone and magazine illumination). If the animal does not touch 

the stimulus, offset occurs after 30 seconds, a reward is delivered, together with 

a tone and the magazine illuminated (conditioned reinforcer). Once the reward is 

retrieved, an intertrial interval (ITI) begins, followed by automatic initiation of the 

next trial. The session ends when either 30 trials have been completed, or 60 

minutes have passed, and the criterion for advancing to the next stage is for 30 

trials to be completed within 60 minutes.   

 

3) Training to touch stimuli on screen to receive reward  

This stage is comparable to the previous one, with the difference being that the 

stimulus offset is dependent on the animal touching it. The stimulus is presented 

on the screen and stays there until it is touched. Once touched, it will disappear 

and a reward is delivered together with the illumination of the magazine and a 

tone. Once the animal has retrieved the reward and leaves the reward magazine, 
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the ITI starts followed by automatic initiation of the next trial. The session ends 

when either 30 trials have been completed, or 60 minutes have passed, and the 

criterion for advancing to the next stage is for 30 trials to be completed within 60 

minutes.   

 

4) Training to initiate trials  

During this stage the animal needs to trigger the presentation of a stimulus, which 

is referred to as trial initiation. The session starts with the delivery of a free reward 

and the illumination of the magazine, which indicates that a trial can be initiated 

upon magazine entry. Once the animal pokes its nose into the magazine, the light 

will extinguish and a click sound is presented. When the animal withdraws from 

the magazine, the stimuli are presented on the screen. This trial initiation is 

required after every ITI. The session ends when either 30 trials have been 

completed, or 60 minutes have passed, and the criterion for advancing to the next 

stage is for 30 trials to be completed within 60 minutes.   

 

5) Punishment for incorrect responses  

This stage is similar to the previous one, but this time the animal is discouraged 

from touching any blank response windows when the stimulus is being presented 

(stimulus disappearance and a time-out period in which the house light is inverted 

follows if the animal touches a blank response window). Once a time-out has been 

activated, an ITI starts and the next trial can then be initiated. The trial that follows 

immediately after is a so called ‘correction trial’, in which the same stimulus 

location is used instead of a new (different) one. The purpose of this is to 

familiarize the animal with cue signalling incorrect responses (with the time-out). 

The criterion to finish this last stage (and therefore pretraining) is reached when 

all trials are completed with at least 75% accuracy within 35 minutes, on 2 

consecutive sessions.   

 

 

Table 2.5 shows the details of the preparation steps, while Table 2.6 shows the pre-

training. 
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Table 2.4 The different behavioural components consist of a Preparation phase (1), the 

Pre-training phase (2), tamoxifen administration (3) and the TUNL / Yoked / Homecage 

control phase (4), followed by perfusion fixation (5).  

DESIGN 

1                                             Preparation pre-training 

2                                             Pre-training 

3 Tamoxifen administration 

4 TUNL Yoked (control) Homecage (control) 

5 Perfusion fixation 

 

 

Table 2.5 Preparation for pre-training 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total	preparation	time 7	-	20	days

Introducing	to	reward

If	animals	obtained	from	external	source	let	them	
acclimatize	for	7d

Weigh	animal	for	3	consecutive	days,	calculate	
mean	free	feeding	weight	

Begin	food	restriction	and	reduce	over	3-7	days	to	
goal	weight	(85%-95%	free	feeding	weight)

When	close	to	goal	weight,	introduce	rewards	inside	
cage	to	habituate	animals

0	-	7	days

3	days

3	-	7	days

1	-	3	days

Step Description Duration

Acclimatisation

Calculating	Free	Feeding	Weight

Achieving	goal	weight
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Table 2.6 Pre-training steps 

 

 

 

TUNL paradigm 

 

The structure of the task is shown in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.4. In this task, animals have 

to respond to a sample location and after a delay they need to respond to a novel target 

location, based on a 5 response windows grid (see Figure 2.3). At the start of every session 

a reward is delivered in the (illuminated) food magazine. Once the animal collects this 

(and nose pokes in the process) the light goes off and a clicking sound is presented (0.2s), 

which marks the initiation of the first trial. Upon exiting the magazine the first sample 

location is shown on the screen (a white square) and the animal needs to touch this – 

once this is done, the sample location stimulus disappears and a delay follows.  

 

This is followed by the illumination of the magazine light (to indicate a choice can be made 

now) and the presentation of the initial sample location stimulus (S-) together with a new 

location of the stimulus (S+) on the screen. Now, the animal has to make a choice 

(touching either the S- or the S+). It needs to touch the S+ in order to obtain a food 

reward, otherwise it will be presented with a 5s time out until the start of the next trial.  
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The idea is that the animal needs to learn to recognize and react to the novel stimulus, 

which will become the S+ in each trial (as the current S+ will become an S- in the 

subsequent trial, when a novel stimulus is presented).  

 

If a correct response is made, a reward delivery and tone (1s, 3kHz) follow, after which 

both stimuli (S+/S-) disappear from the screen and the light in the magazine switches on. 

When the animal enters the magazine again (for reward collection) the light switches off 

and an ITI (20s) follows. Once finished, the magazine light switches on, which lets the 

animal know that a new trial can be initiated. In the alternative scenario, when an 

incorrect response is made, the animal gets a time out (5s) and the light inside the 

chamber (house light) is illuminated (this light is normally off during sessions, and only 

switched on for time-outs).  

 

Once the time-out ends, the ITI is started and once finished the animal can start a 

correction trial (which is the presentation of the same location and sample as the 

previous trial, which it responded incorrectly to).  

 

Correction trials will be given until a correct response is given, and are meant to minimize 

potential bias creation towards specific sample locations (correction trials are not 

counted towards the total trial number and not used when calculating the percentage 

correct).  

 

This task has proven to be particularly useful in animal models that include hippocampus 

function (Oomen et al., 2013). The task design is depicted in Figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.3 Flowchart illustrating the different options in the TUNL task.  Adapted from 

Oomen et al. (2013). The animal starts a trial by nose poking the magazine, after which 

the program randomly selects a trial type and shows the sample stimulus. The mouse will 

then touch the sample, followed by a delay. At the end of this, it has to choose between 

the previously shown stimulus location and a new one. If it makes the correct choice, it is 

rewarded. If it chooses the wrong (old, S-) location, it is punished with a time-out (5s) and 

either response is followed with a 20s ITI after which the animal has to initiate the next 

trial.  
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Figure 2.4 The touchscreen testing box for rodents. The operant chamber contains a 

reward delivery system, a tone and click generator, and a stainless steel floor. A camera 

above the chamber monitors behaviour, while responses at the touchscreen as well as 

activity and nosepoke entrances are recorded by breaking infrared (IR) beams positioned 

at the front (~7 cm from the screen), back (~3cm from the screen) and middle of the 

chamber. Bottom: The 5 window choice grid used during the TUNL task, which can be 

inserted into the testing box. For the TUNL, a Perspex, standard ‘5-choice’ mask 

(Campden Instruments Ltd) was used. Either one of the samples can be illuminated in 

order to indicate the S- or the S+ (http://campdeninstruments.com) 
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Figure 2.5 The Trial-Unique Non-Matching to Location (TUNL) paradigm. The training 

steps are shown by sample location and spatial separation level. Stage 1 has illuminated 

squares that are presented in the choice phase within five locations at each separation 

level. Stage 2 and 3 are indicated by arrows that show the possible pairs of locations 

during a trial. Modified from Kim et al., 2015. 
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2.1.9 MRI scanner  

All MRI experiments were performed by Dr Stephen Sawiak at the Department of 

Physiology, Development and Neuroscience at Cambridge University. For Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging (MRI) scans were performed with a Bruker (BioSpec 94/20) 9.4T MRI 

dedicated animal scanner (Bruker, Germany). The scans were obtained using a 20cm 

bore, 12cm gradients using an 86mm quadrature transmit birdcage coil with a 4-channel 

rat brain imaging array, both supplied by the scanner manufacturer.  

 

 

2.2 Statistics 

 

Statistical analyses were performed using Microsoft Excel statistical functions and Prism 

7.0d (GraphPad). The level of significance was set at p < 0.05, and error bars indicate SEM 

in all figures (unless otherwise indicated).  

 

All experimental data was analysed with analysis of variance (ANOVA) or t-tests. If a 

comparison between only two groups or conditions was needed, this was achieved with 

t-tests (two-tailed, paired/unpaired as needed).  

 

Normality was assessed with the Shapiro-Wilk normality test, unless otherwise indicated. 

If significant, normality was not assumed and non-parametric alternatives were used.  

 

Levene’s test of equality of variance was used to assess homogeneity of variances – if 

significant, equal variances were not assumed. In cases with more than two comparisons, 

correction for multiple comparisons were present. Asterisks indicate statistical 

significance in all Figure legends.  

 

In the case of an ANOVA or non-parametric alternative, post-hoc multiple comparisons 

were carried out as described in the individual chapters.  
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Imaging myelin  
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3.1 Introduction 

In order to understand myelination it is essential to image it efficiently. Over the years, 

different techniques have been employed by scientists to visualise and quantify 

myelination, and in this chapter I will give a brief overview of some of these methods (see 

section 3.1.1) and I will proceed to discuss the methods to image myelin that I have used 

and developed in order to determine the optimal strategy for quantifying myelin in my 

subsequent experiments (section 3.2 and section 3.3). I will focus on MRI, clearing 

methods (RapiClear), expansion microscopy, 3D brain imaging and confocal imaging with 

immunofluorescent markers, and discuss the pros and cons of my experience when using 

or developing these techniques in the lab and applying them to my own research. The 

work involving MR imaging has been done in collaboration with Dr Stephen Sawiak 

(Cambridge, UK), the sections discussing Expansion Microscopy have resulted from a 

collaboration with Dr Ruixuan Gao, Dr Shoh Asano and Prof Edward Boyden (MIT, USA) 

and the 3D 2-photon imaging has been done in collaboration with TissueVision (USA).  

 

3.1.1 Background  

Over the course of the last decades several imaging techniques have evolved that allow 

for better myelin visualisation, ranging from non-invasive magnetic resonance imaging to 

advanced high resolution microscopy and optical clearing methods. In the early days of 

myelin research, light microscopy and histological stains were used and with the 

development of electron microscopy (EM) it became possible to start exploring the 

microstructure of myelin (see chapter 1). Although studies employing these methods led 

to many great discoveries in the myelin field, most of what was known was based on fixed 

tissue, mostly from rodents or post-mortem human brains. The need to understand what 

was happening to myelin in the living brain has been aided by a range of other imaging 

techniques, including non-invasive imaging such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) as 

well as transparent animal models (e.g. zebrafish) that allow for live-imaging (Bin and 

Lyons, 2016). In addition, advances in microscopy and high resolution imaging made it 

possible to increase the accuracy of myelin visualisation. This chapter will discuss several 
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of these methods, as well as the data resulting from applying these methods to myelin 

imaging as part of this thesis.  

 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging  

 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) uses strong magnetic fields and gradients as well as 

radio waves to generate an image of the scanned tissue. As the brain is abundant in water 

and fat, MRI has proven an efficient method to image it in a non-invasive manner. The 

atomic nuclei of hydrogen atoms present in the tissue are excited during the scan by 

pulses of radio waves, and the magnetic field gradients subsequently identify the location 

of the signal. MRI has seen many advancements over time and by varying its parameters 

(such as the pulse sequence, contrast used) as well as complex post-scan analyses, it has 

proven to be an essential tool in neuroscience research. Thus far, most studies 

investigating white matter have done so by using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), which is 

an MRI-based neuroimaging method that makes the visualisation of white matter tracts 

possible. The orientation, location and anisotropy of the tissue is estimated by looking at 

‘diffusion’ (or dispersion) – the random translational motion of water molecules. By using 

specialised gradients, it is possible to determine this motion, and the resulting image will 

be darker in specific areas (where there is so called ‘free diffusion’, meaning that nuclear 

spins take on random phases, and therefore the signal is lost), and lighter in others (where 

water diffusion is restricted, for example as is the case with lipid membranes such as 

myelin). Fractional Anisotropy (FA) is one of the parameters used in DTI and has been 

shown to measure myelin changes (Gulani et al., 2001). Although beyond the scope of 

this chapter, recently several advances have been made in MRI based non-invasive myelin 

imaging and can be generally classified as based on magnetization transfer (MT), myelin 

water imaging (MWI), susceptibility mapping and methods that map the MR signal to 

patterns of cortical myelination (see for a detailed review Heath et al., 2017). Despite the 

rapidly advancing imaging field, it is still unclear to what extent white matter changes as 

observed in imaging studies represents myelin changes as the measures resulting from 

these methods are affected by multiple factors, such as axon density, myelin thickness 

and the tissue microstructure (Beaulieu, 2009). In addition, measures such as DTI rely on 

assumptions in order to construct an image, yet these do not always hold true for all 
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circumstances or tissues. For example, it is accepted that every voxel contains a unique 

fiber orientation which is represented by the main eigenvector (Mori and Tournier, 2013), 

yet this does not hold true for crossing fibers (regions where fibers can have multiple 

directions, are bending, curved, etc.). Post-processing and analysis methods are being 

developed to address such issues, but a precise validation with other measures (e.g. 

histology) is needed.  

Microscopy  

For fluorescence based imaging, confocal microscopy is the most frequently used due to 

its wide availability, good spatial resolution and spectral separation. Confocal 

microscopes – in contrast to wide field microscopy – get rid of light that is out of focus by 

using a pinhole. In a similar fashion, spinning disk confocal microscopes use multiple 

pinholes to scan several points at the same time, therefore increasing imaging speed and 

lowering the levels of phototoxicity and photobleaching. Both regular and spinning disk 

confocal imaging excite regions that are out of focus, but this is not the case for 2-photon 

excitation microscopy, where only a localized focal point is excited. This type of 

microscopy therefore allows for deep tissue imaging, yet typically has a lower resolution 

compared to confocal imaging. Finally, in light-sheet microscopy the excitation objective 

projects a thin ‘sheet’ of light under an orthogonal orientation to the objective, which 

allows for high imaging speed and low phototoxicity and bleaching due to the minimised 

light input and only localised focal plane excitation (Bin & Lyons, 2016). Confocal 

microscopy is widely used for myelin imaging and – as described before – relies on the 

use of a pinhole to eliminate out-of-focus light during image acquisition. It is possible to 

obtain three-dimensional images by taking a series of two-dimensional images along the 

z-axis (called a z-stack), and then reconstructing these images back into a three-

dimensional space by using software. Recently, several microscopy techniques have been 

developed that are collectively termed ‘super-resolution microscopy’, and based on 

breaking down the diffraction limit of light microscopy. An example is airyscan 

microscopy, where the resolution exceeds the diffraction limit of light. Other super-

resolution methods include stimulation emission depletion (STED) microscopy and 

structured illumination microscopy (SIM), as well as single molecule localization 

microscopy. Finally, label-free imaging techniques are gaining interest as a powerful tool 
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for imaging myelin, as they eliminate photo-bleaching (especially important for time 

sensitive measurements, such as time-lapse studies). In addition, these methods are able 

to image myelin without the OL cell bodies or processes around, as is the case with 

fluorescent methods. Such label-free methods include third harmonic generation, 

spectral confocal reflectance (ScoRe) microscopy, deep optical coherence microscopy 

and coherent anti-stokes Raman scattering (CARS) microscopy, and – together with the 

previously mentioned super-resoluation microscopy methods – reviewed in detail by Bin 

and Lyons (2016).  

 

Clearing methods  

The last decades have seen a rapid development of several other methods that allow for 

myelin visualisation, as well as hybrid combinations of the methods already discussed. 

One category includes clearing methods, which aim for tissue transparency by reducing 

their opacity. This way, light can penetrate the tissue and thicker sections can be imaged.  

Clearing techniques often rely on immersion or embedding in a solution that has a high 

refractive index (e.g. RapiClear), or a hydrogel before tissues are cleared of lipids (e.g. 

CLARITY). Biological samples consist for a large amount of water, combined with 

structural elements consisting of lipids and proteins, and all of these parts differ in the 

extent to and way in which light penetrates the tissue. The refractive index (RI) dictates 

how fast lights propagates through a certain substance. Within a sample that contains 

different types of tissue components (and therefore many different RIs) the penetrating 

light with lead to RI interactions and therefore opaqueness.  Tissue clearing works by 

making the RI of light in the tissue homogenous, either by removing, replacing or 

modifying its parts (Richardson and Lichtman, 2015). RapiClear is an aqueous solution 

with a high RI index in which the sample is immersed, and several such methods have 

been developed by now (with RIs ranging from 1.44 to 1.52, which is similar to that of 

most biological samples). This type of tissue clearing is especially advantageous because 

of its technical simplicity as well as preservation of lipids (therefore any lipid bound 

staining), and hence makes RapiClear a good choice for myelin imaging (Ariel, 2017). 

Similarly, a new method called expansion microscopy (ExM) has been recently developed 

and involves expansion of the tissue sample by increasing its water fraction, which 

subsequently results in tissue transparency (Chen et al., 2015). ExM can be used to 
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investigate small-scale structural elements in biological samples by expanding the sample 

via a polymer system. This expansion is based on physical separation of fluorescent 

probes, after they have been anchored to a swellable gel (Tillberg et al., 2016). This is 

achieved by having a polymer network being introduced into the tissue sample of 

interest, and subsequently expanding this via several chemical reactions. The end result 

is a physical expansion of the sample, which allows for the visibility of small structures, 

without distortion at the level of gross anatomy (Chen, Tillberg & Boyden, 2015).   

 

3.1.2 Research questions & aims  

MRI  

The aim for using MRI imaging during my PhD was to see whether it would be possible to 

detect white matter changes in response to learning (see chapter 5). I will describe the 

specifics of the apparatus used below, and discuss the suitability of this method in section 

3.3 and 3.4.  

 

Clearing methods  

RapiClear 

In order to obtain tissue transparency, I have tried an optical clearing mounting medium 

(RapiClear®, Sunjilab). The aim was to improve myelin visualisation, as RapiClear is water-

soluble and clears the tissue so that it becomes transparent (see section 3.1).  

 

ExM 

The aim for trying ExM in my PhD was to use thicker tissue samples and obtain 

transparency, so that I could potentially look at longer projections in the brain (without 

cutting through them), which could be obtained with ExM. 

Whole brain imaging 

TissueVision as a company provide high-resolution whole organ 3D imaging and tissue 

processing. This is particularly useful for visualising fluorescently stained targets or 

white matter tracts within the brain, and the aim of working with TissueVision for my 

PhD was to see whether it was possible to detect the mGFP+ cells without secondary 
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immunostaining in intact brains (see chapter 5).  

Confocal microscopy  

The aim of using confocal microscopy during my PhD projects was two-fold. First, I 

wanted to quantify myelin on a microstructure level, by looking at internodal length (see 

chapter 4). Second, I sought to obtain clear images of mGFP+ cells in a sample of 

transgenic animals expressing these cells upon tamoxifen-driven cre-recombination (see 

chapter 5). 
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3.2 Methods  

MRI 

Scanner 

For Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scans a Bruker (BioSpec 94/20) 9.4T MRI scanner 

(Bruker, Germany) was used. The scans were performed with a 20cm bore, 12cm 

gradients using an 86mm quadrature transmit birdcage coil with a 4-channel rat brain 

imaging array, both supplied by the scanner manufacturer (see chapter 2).  

 

Sequence  

A multiparametric mapping sequence (MPM) based on multi-gradient echo was used as 

described by Weiskopf et al. (2013). This comprised three acquisitions for T1w/PDw/MTw 

with parameters: TR 22/25/25ms with echoes beginning at 2.41ms with 2ms spacing for 

6/8/6 echoes respectively.  

 

The field of view was identical for each of these at 25.6mm x 23.0mm x 23.0mm, over a 

matrix of 256x230x230 yielding an isotropic resolution of 100um. The T1w image had a 

flip angle of 20deg, whereas the PDw and MTw images had a flip angle of 6deg. MTw was 

achieved with a single Gaussian pulse with a peak amplitude of 8.6uT at an offset of 2kHz. 

Zero-filling was used in each encoding direction with acceleration factors of 1.5, 1.25 and 

1.25 respectively.  

 

 

Analysis and statistics 

Images of three brains simultaneously imaged were automatically segmented to isolate 

each brain using bespoke code written in Matlab. The SPM Mouse toolbox was used with 

SPM12 following Sawiak et al. (2013) to segment brains into grey and white matter for 

analysis.  Segmented tissue maps were registered together using high-resolution 

warping.  
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The particular algorithm used was DARTEL (Ashburner, 2007) modified by SPM Mouse 

(Sawiak et al., 2013), optimised for the mouse brain. In the process of warping the images, 

maps of local volume change are produced (Jacobian determinants) quantifying how 

much each point in the mean-space atlas changes in scale to match each individual brain.  

 

This metric was statistically assessed at each point through the brain using the SPM 

approach with a general linear model to find brain voxels where the volume change 

differed between groups. 

 

For magnetization transfer saturation (MTSat) analysis a whole-brain analysis of local 

volume change (tensor-based morphometry) was performed. MT images were 

segmented into grey and white matter segments and warped into a common space. Local 

(voxelwise) volume changes of each subject were compared in common space after 

smoothing by an isotropic Gaussian smoothing kernel (650µm).  

 

For this explorative analysis an adjusted p-value of  p < 0.001 and cluster extent threshold 

of 50 voxels were used to minimise type I errors due to multiple comparisons.  
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Figure 3.1 RapiClear tissue clearing. Panel (A) shows a mouse brain pre and post 

clearance with RapiClear 1.55 as shown on the Sunjinlab website (www.sunjinlab.com), 

indicating the expected result when using RapiClear on a whole brain. Panel (B) shows 

the refractive index (RI) of the different RapiClear variants, as well as a regular laboratory 

cover glass, glycerol and water for comparison. Panel (C) shows a table (as provided by 

the manufacturer) to different slice thicknesses and whole brain sections, suggesting the 

optimal choice of product. 
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RapiClear 

Materials and reagents  

Depending on tissue thickness, there are several types of RapiClear that can be used; 1.47 

(<0.5 mm), 1.49 (>0.5 mm), 1.52 (>0.5mm) and 1.55 (whole organ). RapiClear was used 

following the instructions provided by the manufacturer. Different concentrations and 

types of RapiClear (notably 1.47 and 1.49) have been used for this purpose, alongside 

using the standard Fluoromount mounting medium. See Figure 3.1 for an example of a 

mouse brain cleared with RapiClear.  

 

Expansion Microscopy  

Materials and reagents  

The manufacturer’s protocol was followed, as described below. ExM relies on samples 

that have been previously stained with immunohistochemistry (thus preceding the ExM 

protocol). The reagents used for the Expansion Microscopy Kit (Extbio, MIT) are listed in 

Chapter 2.  

 

ExM Imaging  

All ExM imaging was performed at the MIT campus, using confocal and widefield 

microscopes. In addition, certain samples were prepared together with and imaged with 

lightsheet microscopy by Dr Shoh Asano and Dr Ruixuan Gao, as a try-out and 

troubleshooting part for subsequent extensive imaging and analysis recently published 

by Gao et al. (2019).   

 

ExM Protocol 

First, the protocol as described next was performed. Upon staining with primary and 

secondary antibodies, 200 µl of the anchoring reagent (acryloyl X, AcX) was applied to 

each well containing the samples, through which the fluorescent tags (targeted to the 

biomolecules of interest) remain anchored covalently to the polymer network. This 

incubation lasted overnight (16 hours) on a rocker at RT. This was followed by washes 

with 1 x PBS (two times 10 minutes). After the anchoring step was finished, the samples 
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went through the polymerization step. This included the incubation of the samples in 200 

µl of the monomer solution, to produce the superabsorbent properties. After 10 minutes 

of incubation (rocker, RT) the solution was removed and 384 µl of the monomer solution 

was added for another 5 minutes (rocker, RT), after which 8 µl of the accelerator and 8 

µl of the initiator solutions were added for 1 minute. This started the gelation process, 

upon which the slices were transferred to the gelling chamber (see Figure 3.5) on a 

gelation plate. This was made by taking a glass slide and creating a layer with a glass 

coverslip. Subsequently the gelation plate was kept for 2 hours at room temperature 

(shielded from light). After the gelation process the digestion process was started by 

adding the digestion buffer and digestion enzyme to the well plates containing the 

sample. After overnight incubation, the slices were washed with water twice for 15 

minutes, which led to a gradual expansion of the sample, eventually reaching an 

expansion factor equilibrium of 4.0X - 4.5X after 4 washes. 

 

Whole brain imaging – TissueVision 

Apparatus and materials 

TissueVision provide an imaging system (called TissueCyte) which combines whole organ 

two-photon imaging that is integrated with its sectioning mechanism. Fixed samples are 

embedded in agar (allowing for structural preservation) and once the section has been 

sliced it is collected into a well-plate (or deposited directly onto slides in the original 

sequence for 3D reconstruction). With this method, large samples (like whole rat and 

mouse brains) can be mounted, sectioned and imaged within hours and the two-photon 

microscopy allows for high resolution. The TissueCyte system aims to combine fast speed, 

high resolution, multi-sample imaging with diffraction limited optics, and provides a post-

processing and stitching pipeline for researchers to use directly.  
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Figure 3.2 Expansion microscopy schematic overview. Panel (A) Schematic representing 

the process of ExM – the tissue sample is fixed and either stained with 

immunohistochemistry (top arrow pathway) or directly treated with AcX (if expressing 

fluorescent proteints, middle arrow pathway) before continued ExM processing 

(gelation, proteinase K, expansion). In addition, expansion followed by antibody staining 

has also been demonstrated. Image taken from Tillberg et al. (2016). Panel (B) shows the 

retained fluorescence for specific dyes conjugated with antibodies after ExM treatment 

(Tillberg et al., 2016).  
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Figure 3.3 Myelin imaging after expansion microscopy. Nanoscale myelin (MBP) and 

axon staining (YFP) imaged 3D after expansion microscopy. Panel (A) shows the axon of a 

layer V pyramidal neuron in the primary somatosensory cortex, with the surrounding 

myelin sheath (scale bar 5mm). The top right corner shows a cross section of an axon 

with myelin sheath around it (scale bar 500 nm). Panel (B) shows the same region as 

shown in (A) but color coded for the local g-ratio (scale bar 5mm). Both panels adapted 

from Gao et al. (2019). 
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Fig. 2. Nanoscale, protein-specific 3D imaging of subcellular neural
structures. (A) Segmented compartments void of cytosolic YFP (gray),
color-coded by volume, in portions of the somata and apical dendrites of
two layer V pyramidal neurons from the somatosensory cortex of a Thy1-YFP
mouse (Movie 1). Scale bars, 5 mm and (inset) 1 mm. (B) Distribution of
the compartment volumes. (C) Same region as (A), with voids identified
with immunostaining (movie S1) as either mitochondria (magenta) or
multivesicular bodies or autolysosomes (yellow). (D) Scatter plots of the
major axis (long axis) length versus volume for the two organelle types.
Point colors in (D) and (E) indicate relative data point density (blue, low;
red, high). (E) Similar scatter plots for mitochondria only, separated by
cellular region (fig. S8). (F) Axon of a layer V pyramidal neuron and its
surrounding myelin sheath, from the primary somatosensory cortex
of another Thy1-YFP mouse, immunostained against myelin (Movie 2).
(Inset) A cross-sectional view through the white parallelogram. Scale bars,

5 mm and (inset) 500 nm. (G) Same region as (F), with the myelin sheath
color coded according to the local g-ratio (fig. S10). (Inset) Azimuthal
variation in g-ratio in the region within the rectangle. Scale bar, 5 mm.
(H) (Left) Distribution of axon radius and myelin outer radius and (right)
distribution of g-ratio at all points on the axon in (G). (I) xy MIP of a
9.3-mm-thick slab within a 75- by 100- by 125-mm volume from the primary
somatosensory cortex of a Thy1-YFP mouse, immunostained against
synaptic proteins Bassoon and Homer1 (Movie 3 and fig. S10). Only
YFP-associated Bassoon/Homer1 pairs are shown for clarity. (Insets)
(Top) magnified xy MIP of a 2.2-mm-thick slab from boxed region at right.
(Bottom) All Bassoon/Homer1 pairs in the same region. Three pairs are
indicated with arrows. Scale bars, 10 mm and (insets) 1 mm. (J) Distribution
of distances between paired Bassoon and Homer1 centroids across the
entire volume. (K) Distribution when restricted to only those pairs
associated with YFP-expressing neurons.
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distribution of g-ratio at all points on the axon in (G). (I) xy MIP of a
9.3-mm-thick slab within a 75- by 100- by 125-mm volume from the primary
somatosensory cortex of a Thy1-YFP mouse, immunostained against
synaptic proteins Bassoon and Homer1 (Movie 3 and fig. S10). Only
YFP-associated Bassoon/Homer1 pairs are shown for clarity. (Insets)
(Top) magnified xy MIP of a 2.2-mm-thick slab from boxed region at right.
(Bottom) All Bassoon/Homer1 pairs in the same region. Three pairs are
indicated with arrows. Scale bars, 10 mm and (insets) 1 mm. (J) Distribution
of distances between paired Bassoon and Homer1 centroids across the
entire volume. (K) Distribution when restricted to only those pairs
associated with YFP-expressing neurons.
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Transfer and analysis  

In order to try the TissueCyte system 6 samples of the initial cohort used for the myelin 

plasticity experiment (chapter 5) were sent to TissueVision (USA), after the animals had 

been trained on the TUNL/Yoked paradigm, received tamoxifen, and perfused fixed with 

4% PFA. After sectioning and imaging, the slices were subsequently returned in Falcon 

tubes containing PBS and an analysis toolbox was sent for viewing the imaged samples in 

3D.  

 

Confocal imaging  

Materials, image processing and analysis   

The microscope details and immunohistochemistry protocol as well as primary and 

secondary antibodies are described in chapter 2, Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.5. Image 

processing and analysis is discussed in Section 2.1.5.  

 

3.3 Results  

3.3.1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging  

The MRI scans were performed on the animals that completed the TUNL/YOKED training 

(see Chapter 5). The scans were done after the animals were sacrificed and the brains 

were extracted, resulting in one scan per animal.  

 

A preliminary whole brain analysis revealed two areas (medial prefrontal cortex and 

entorhinal cortex) that showed an increase in the white matter of the animals that were 

trained on a spatial working memory task (see chapter 5). There were insufficient data 

for a rigorous correction for the inflated type I error rate anticipated due to multiple 

comparisons, however as an exploratory analysis group differences were examined at an 

uncorrected p-value of p < 0.005. Although this is only a preliminary analysis, it is 

promising for detecting learning induced changes in white matter, as it is in line with the 

other measurements (mGFP+ cell counts) described in detail in chapter 5. The MT 

sequence developed and used is suited for registering changes in white matter, and 
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further analyses will be continued by using this sequence. For an overview of the MRI 

analysis results and scanned image see chapter 5 (Figure 5.7).  

 

3.3.2 RapiClear 

RapiClear 1.47 and 1.49 were used to test whether this will make the slices transparent 

and thereby optimize the myelin quantification. Despite different volumes, immersion 

techniques and timings of immersion before mounting, RapiClear did not seem to give 

better results compared to using the standard mounting medium Fluoromount. In some 

cases, the slices appeared blurry (Figure 3.4) and yellow and mounting them also posed 

more difficulties compared to using Fluoromount. Therefore, using RapiClear as a 

mounting medium was dropped and slices were mounted on Fluoromount instead.  

 

3.3.3 ExM 

For my projects I was mainly interested in using two specific antibodies; contactin 

associated protein (CASPR) and myelin basic protein (MBP). CASPR is a membrane protein 

found in the neuronal membrane, and located in the paranodal section of myelinated 

axons (between the Nodes of Ranvier where the sodium channels are based and the 

juxtaparanode, which includes the potassium channels). This allows for direct labelling of 

the area called the internode, which demarcates the end of a myelin sheath on both ends.  

MBP is the second most abundant protein in the central nervous system, and responsible 

for adhesion of the cytosolic surfaces of multi-layered compact myelin. MBP maintains 

the correct structure of myelin, interacting with the lipids in the myelin membrane, and 

is therefore the ideal target for labelling myelin with immunohistochemistry. Targeting 

both MBP and CASPR has allowed me to stain for myelin and the internodes in the past, 

which in turn made it possible to quantify the internodal lengths in the mouse brain 

cortex (see chapter 4). In order to optimise this, I was looking for a way to use thicker 

tissue samples, so that I could extend the quantification to other projects where I want 

to look at longer projections in the brain (without cutting through them), which could be 

obtained with ExM. 
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Figure 3.4 RapiClear results compared to manufacturers website. Panel (A) shows coronal 

mouse brain sections stained with immunohistochemistry for MBP (green), CASPR (red) 

and DAPI (blue) taken with a 63X oil lens (scale bar 20 µm). The left part of panel (B) 

shows a mouse hippocampus expressing YFP in neurons, cleared with RapiClear 1.52 and 

imaged with an 63 oil lens (Sunjinlab Ltd). The right part of panel (B) shows a mouse 

hippocampus expression YFP in neurons, cleared with RapiClear 1.49 and imaged with an 

25X oil lens. Panel (C) shows a whole mouse brain before (top) and after (bottom) clearing 

with RapiClear CS.  

A

B

MBP CASPR DAPI
C
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I imaged the samples with a confocal microscope both directly after the 

immunohistochemistry protocol was completed, again after digestion and finally after full 

expansion (some expansion takes place after digestion). This way the final expansion 

factor could be calculated, by taking several measurements in the images before and 

after (and calculating the distances and size consistency). As expected, the expansion was 

homogenous and led to an expansion factor of roughly 4.0X. The different thicknesses 

seemed to work out well, and an example of the post expansion sample is shown in Figure 

3.5.  

 

I tried ExM on slices of different thicknesses (ranging from 50µm to 200 µm – as slices of 

up to 300 µm should be compatible with Expansion Microscopy) stained for MBP and 

CASPR using the immunohistochemistry protocol as described in Chapter 2, with the 

following combination of stainings:  

1. MBP / YFP (transgenic animals Thy1/YFP) – 50 µm, 100 µm, 150 µm, 200 µm 

2. MBP / CASPR / YFP (transgenic animals Thy1/YFP) – 50 µm, 100 µm, 150 µm, 200 µm 

 

Overall, the protocol for staining and expanding the samples was successful. However, it 

needs to be noted that ExM may cause a reduction in fluorescence with specific dyes, 

which restricts the number of possible secondary antibodies that can be used. For the 

current purposes this was not a problem, but it is something to keep in mind when using 

ExM on stained samples. In addition, because of the 4.0X expansion factor, the sample is 

four times as large as it would have normally been. This means that a much larger amount 

of data is to be imaged, which results in substantial data size. This has proven to be a 

major obstacle for the purposes of my research, in terms of quantification. In order to 

generate a good image to show how internodes look like up close, ExM is a solid method. 

However, after imaging a single axon across the different cortical layers, the data size 

exceeded 8TB (and this is solely for one slice in one animal). At the moment, this is an 

obstacle when trying to quantify a larger number of samples.  
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Figure 3.5 Expansion Microscopy imaging compared to confocal imaging. The left part of 

panel (A) shows a sample of a coronal mouse section in the primary somatosensory cortex 

stained for MBP (green) and CASPR (red), post 4X expansion after the ExM protocol, 

imaged with a 20X water lens (scale bar 12 µm). The right part of panel (A) shows an 

image of a coronal mouse brain section in the primary somatosensory cortex stained for 

MBP (green), CASPR (red) and DAPI (blue), imaged with a 63X oil lens with a confocal 

microscope, scale bar 50 µm. Panel (B) shows a schematic showing the construction of a 

gel chamber on the left, and the gel chamber as made in the lab on the right.  
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3.3.4 TissueVision  

In order to image whole mouse brains that expressed mGFP upon tamoxifen 

administration (PDGFR-a-Cre X Tau-mGFP) we sent 6 brains of animals that were trained 

on a spatial working memory task (see chapter 5) and perfused fixed with 4% PFA to 

TissueVision in the United States.  

 

Unfortunately, due to the sample transfer some samples were damaged and showed 

holes in the tissue (due to freezing). In addition, the mGFP expression was not strong 

enough to be detectable by TissueVision, which made it impossible to use this method 

for the quantification of mGFP+ cells in the current setup (see Figure 3.6).  
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Figure 3.6 Coronal mouse brain sections as imaged with the TissueCyte system by 

TissueVision. Panel (A) shows two cross sections of two separate animals that express 

mGFP after tamoxifen-induced cre-recombination. The mGFP signal should be visible in 

green, yet is undetectable in these images. Panel (B) shows two mouse brain coronal 

cross sections expression GFP (by AAV injection), as reported by TissueVision 

(www.tissuevision.com).  

 

 

A B
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3.3.5 Confocal Imaging  

Immunofluorescent staining for MBP, CASPR and CUX1 (see also chapter 4) as well as GFP 

(see chapter 5) was successfully imaged by using confocal microscopy. The images 

obtained were of thus high resolution that the microstructure of myelin was visible and 

individual internodal lengths could be quantified (see Figure 3.7). Therefore, this method 

was suitable to use for the experiments described in chapter 4. In addition, secondary 

GFP staining for mGFP+ cells was sufficient for cell visualisation and subsequent 

quantification desired for the project described in chapter 5.  
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Figure 3.7 Confocal microscopy imaging of myelin. Confocal microscopy images taken 

with a 63X oil lens. Panel (A) shows myelin internodes stained with MBP (green), CASPR 

(red) and DAPI (blue), scale bar 20 µm. Panel (B) shows a myelinating OL that expresses 

mGFP and has been stained for GFP (green), MBP (red) and DAPI (blue), scale bar 20 µm.  
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3.4 Discussion  

In this chapter, I have explored several imaging methods for visualising myelin, including 

MRI, clearing methods (RapiClear), ExM, whole brain 3D two-photon imaging and 

confocal imaging of tissue stained with fluorescent labelling. The preliminary MRI 

analyses show promising results, and led to further analyses in collaboration with Dr 

Stephen Sawiak.  

Although RapiClear seemed promising and I tried several methods for immersion and 

mounting, the sections appeared blurry and not transparent upon using this optical 

clearing mounting medium. Therefore, I decided not to continue using this method. 

However, it needs to be mentioned that both RapiClear as well as other clearing 

techniques that I have not tried (e.g. CLARITY – not tried because of potential issues with 

dissolving lipids and therefore myelin) are continuously being improved and as of today 

there have been several studies showing successful myelin imaging while using these 

techniques.   

Expansion Microscopy proved to work as a method to expand the samples and make 

them nearly transparent, however other issues arose while working with it. Most 

importantly, the expansion factor led to samples that were very big in size, therefore 

expanding imaging time and data size. This would not necessarily pose a problem if one 

sample would be analysed for the purpose of examining a specific microstructure. 

However, as I intended to use this method for many animals, the associated file size and 

costs would prevent this from being a viable method for myelin tracing. Expansion 

Microscopy has been shown to work for myelin visualisation (see Gao et al., 2019) and 

depending on the exact purpose of using this method it could prove a valuable tool.  

Whole brain 3D 2-photon imaging through TissueVision was insufficient in detecting 

mGFP+ expression in newly made oligodendrocytes, and secondary antibody use proved 

necessary when labelling for mGFP+ cells, which is impossible with the TissueVision setup 

as the brain is sectioned and imaged at the same time. Finally, ‘traditional’ confocal 

imaging proved best suited for the purposes of my research projects, and I continued 

using this method in the experiments described in chapter 4 and chapter 5.  
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CHAPTER IV 

Developmental Myelination   
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4. 1 Introduction 
 

For this project the quantification of internodal lengths was partially assisted by two students I 

supervised - Hendrik Miessner, who was a visiting master student and Rana Eser, a summer 

intern student.   

 

4.1.1 Background  

Over a century ago, in the early days of myelin research, myelination has been found to 

continue far into adulthood (Kaes, 1907; Yakovlev and Lecours, 1967). Initial studies 

investigating the myelination pattern over the course of development identified that 

myelination is a protracted process which continues into the sixth decade (Kaes, 1907), as 

shown in Figure 4.1. Later, a clear temporal myelination sequence in distinct brain areas 

(similar across species) has been found (Gibson, 1970), and myelination within each area and 

tract has been observed to follow a stereotypical pattern (with axons of a larger diameter being 

myelinated before smaller diameter ones, Matthews & Duncan 1971; Remahl & Hildebrand 

1982). With time and the development of new imaging methods, novel findings revealed more 

aspects of developmental myelination. For example, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) made 

it possible to observe white matter over time, and across species white matter volume 

increases have been observed in development in several brain regions. In humans, myelination 

starts in caudal brain regions (including the cerebellum, pons and internal capsule), followed 

by regions in the caudocranial direction, and finally the frontal and temporal lobes (Deoni et 

al., 2011). The process of myelin formation stretches far into adulthood (Flechsig et al., 1901; 

Miller et al., 2012) and occurs simultaneously with neural system development. Increases in 

white matter volume have been further observed across several brain regions in childhood and 

adolescence (Barnea-Goraly et al., 2005; Imperati et al., 2011; Hamano et al., 1996).  

 

4.1.2 Cortical myelination  

Cortical networks in the brain have a high level of complexity and have been found to be less 

myelinated (McGee et al., 2005). The cortex is thus particularly prone to myelin plasticity in 

adult life, something described in more detail in Chapter 5. Over the course of development, 

cortical shrinkage has been observed (Khundrakpam et al., 2016), which conventionally has 
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been interpreted as synaptic/neuronal pruning (Huttenlocker & Dabkolkar, 1997). However, it 

has also been suggested that the observed cortical shrinkage could be due to an increase in 

myelination (explaining the observed cortical grey matter decrease by a respective increase in 

white matter (Sowell et al., 2004). Studies investigating other species show evidence for 

increasing intra-cortical myelination during development, both in deeper cortical layers (V and 

VI) (Mengler et al., 2014; Hammelrath et al., 2015) as well as superficial layers of rodents (Hill 

et al., 2018). For example, in the mouse the deepest cortical layers (V and VI) of the 

somatosensory (S1) cortex are most densely myelinated, whereas layers II and III show the 

lowest myelination levels during adulthood (Tomassy et al., 2014). The neocortex is a good 

model of neuronal diversity, and the somatosensory cortex has easily distinguishable cortical 

layers and has been studied in the context of myelination by others (Tomassy et al., 2014), 

making it a suitable target structure for investigating developmental myelination.  

 

 

4.1.3 Internodal length  

Neuronal conduction speed is regulated by the capacitance and size of the axon, and myelin 

affects this process by reducing transverse capacitance and increasing the resistance. 

Internode length (and spacing), together with the g-ratio (myelin sheath thickness relative to 

axon diameter) therefore affect neuronal conduction speed, and it has long been thought 

there is an optimal g-ratio and internode length (and spacing) for the maximum conduction 

speed (Huxley & Stampfli 1949, Smith & Koles 1970, Wu et al. 2012). Early studies suggested 

that these ideal parameters were reached once development was complete (Donaldson & 

Hoke, 1905; Honjin et al., 1977), yet there are many regions in the CNS (in particular cortical 

areas) where the process of myelination continues well into adulthood, and where myelin 

plasticity might occur and affect neurological and cognitive function (see chapter 5). 

Differential myelination patterns of pyramidal neurons have been found in distinct cortical 

layers within the mouse brain (Tomassy et al., 2014) and it is likely that differences in myelin 

parameters such as its  
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Figure 4.1 Cortical myelination over the course of human development. Adapted from Kaes’ 

histological drawings of human myelination in the cortex, published in 1907. This schematic 

shows the protracted nature of myelination, which does not reach a maximum until late adult 

life. Image modified from “Die Grosshirnrinde des Menschen in ihren Massen und in ihrem 

Fasergehalt: Ein gehirnanatomischer Atlas mit erlauterndem Text und schematischer 

Zeichnung, 16 Tabellen, 15 Kurven und 79 farbigen Tafeln,” edited and published by G. Fischer. 
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thickness or internodal length affect the conduction speed of action potentials along 

myelinated axons (Fields, 2008, Ullen 2009, Kimura and Itami, 2009), in turn influencing 

neuronal firing synchronicity (Lang and Rosenbluth, 2003; Sugihara et al., 1993).  

High resolution live imaging in mice has recently revealed that internodes are formed 

continuously in cortical areas, with a peak around two years of age, and myelin degeneration 

in old age (Hill et al., 2018). In addition, Hughes et al. (2018) found that myelination in itself 

seems to be highly inefficient, as only a small percentage of oligodendrocytes successfully 

integrate and generate internodes (however, the ones that do are stable). Interestingly, 

sensory enrichment did not directly influence the sheath lengths, but it did enhance 

oligodendrocyte integration. Both of these two recent and pivotal studies have been discussed 

in detail by Swire & ffrench-Constant (2018), and further show that myelination in the cortex 

continues across the lifespan.  

 

4.1.4 Research Questions & aims  

 

The early interest in developmental myelination was followed by a relative gap in studies that 

addressed this topic, until novel techniques made it possible to examine such questions. New 

imaging techniques have reignited this research focus, yet our understanding of myelination 

patterns and characteristics during development is still incomplete. For example, in the 

peripheral nervous system (PNS) internodal length has been found to increase over the course 

of development (Court et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2012), but its currently unknown whether this is 

the case for the central nervous system (CNS).  

 

Although recent studies suggest that instead of remodelling of existing internodes only new 

ones are being formed over the course of a lifespan (Hughes et al., 2018; Hill et al., 2018), it is 

currently unknown what the typical myelination pattern looks like over time and what precisely 

happens to the internodal length over time.  In sum, it remains unknown how myelin features 

such as myelin thickness, internodal length and axonal diameter exactly affect the conduction 

velocity of signals transmitted along axons, and in turn the effect these parameters and their 

relationship might have on fundamental aspects of neuronal communication.  
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The aim of the work presented in this Chapter is to thoroughly examine, characterise and 

demonstrate the developmental features of myelination in the mouse brain, especially the 

somatosensory and motor cortices (grey matter), as well as the corpus callosum (white 

matter). Parameters such as internodal length have not been studied in detail in these areas 

and lifespan context, which is essential for understanding the role of myelination in health and 

disease.  In this chapter I examined two features of myelination over the course of mouse brain 

development. First, I discuss the overall myelination pattern in the grey matter (primary 

somatosensory cortex (S1), motor cortex) and white matter (corpus callosum), in mice across 

their lifespan. In addition, I discuss the internodal length in the same animals in the 

somatosensory cortex to investigate internodal length over the course of development.  

 

 

4.2 Methods 
4.2.1 Animals 

All procedures were conducted in accordance with the UK Animals Scientific Procedures Act 

(1986). Twenty-seven mice (C57/BL6) were used and sacrificed at the following time points 

(postnatal days): p0, p7, p14, p21, p35, p70, p118-141, p378, p763. The experimental design 

is presented in Figure 4.2.  

 

4.2.2 Histology and immunohistochemistry  

Details of perfusion fixation and tissue preparation are explained in section 2.1.4. 

Immunohistochemistry was performed according to the protocol and antibodies described in 

section 2.1.1. To analyze and quantify the myelin coverage of the mouse brain cortex, brain 

slices were stained with MBP (myelin basic protein) and CUX1 (Cut Like Homeobox 1). MBP 

represents the major protein part of the myelin sheath and therefore visualizes the amount of 

myelin in the brain, while CUX1 specifically stains cells of the cortex layers II-IV, thus allowing 

to distinguish between cortical layers I, II-IV and V-VI. Labelling internodes was possible by 

using two specific antibodies; contactin associated protein (CASPR) and myelin basic protein 

(MBP). CASPR is a membrane protein found in the neuronal membrane, and located in the 

paranodal section of myelinated axons (between the Nodes of Ranvier where the sodium 
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channels are based and the juxtaparanode, which includes the potassium channels). This 

allows for direct labelling of the internode area, which demarcates the end of a myelin sheath 

on both ends. Targeting both MBP and CASPR has allowed me to stain for myelin and the 

internodes, which in turn made it possible to quantify the internodal lengths in the mouse 

brain cortex.  

 

4.2.3 Imaging and quantification of myelination and internodal length 

Image processi ng and quantification was performed as described in Section 2.1.5. For this 

project specifically, the coronal mouse brain sections (100μm) were analysed to observe the 

pattern of myelination in the somatosensory and motor cortices as well as the corpus callosum, 

and to quantify the internodal length of the myelinated fibers in the layers of the 

somatosensory cortex.  

 

Myelination pattern  

To observe the overall myelination pattern, tiled z-stack projection images were taken with a 

Zeiss Apotome Microscope (20x dry objective). In order to visualise the myelinated fibers to 

the extent that internodal length could be efficiently measured, confocal microscopy (standard 

excitation filters) was used (Leica TCS SP5, 63x oil-immersion objective) and tiled z-stacks were 

taken for the aforementioned brain areas of interest.  

 

To obtain a full overview of all regions of interest (motor and somatosensory cortices, corpus 

callosum), epifluorescent images were obtained with the Zeiss Apotome (20x objective) and 

tiled post acquisition. The tiled images were loaded into Fiji and a region of interest was drawn 

to delineate the brain areas of interest and the cortical layers within. By splitting the channels, 

applying background subtraction and setting the intensity threshold, the percentage of MBP 

coverage was obtained for the selected ROIs. This process was repeated for each brain in each 

developmental time point and the measurements were subsequently averaged per time point.  
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Internodal length quantification  

 

To measure internodal length, the sections were stained with contactin associated protein 

(CASPR) and MBP, and imaged with a confocal microscope using a 63x oil objective. This 

resulted in high resolution images, with visibly distinct and identifiable myelin sheaths, marked 

by CASPR staining at the beginning and end of each internode. Z-stacks of 40-50 planes 

(0.5 µm) were taken and tiled.  

 

Because myelination in the cortical layers only starts to appear between p14 and p21, the first 

traceable internodes were present from p21 and therefore only quantified from this 

developmental time point onwards. The myelin segments were traced in 2D but throughout 

the whole z-stack, in Fiji. Only clearly defined internodes with visible CASPR staining at each 

end were included, to avoid measurements of myelinated axons that might be leaving the 

stack. In total 22580 internodes were measured.  

 

4.2.4 Statistics  

 

Statistical analyses were performed using Microsoft Excel statistical functions and Prism 7.0d 

(GraphPad). The level of significance was set at p < 0.05, and error bars indicate SEM in all 

figures (unless otherwise indicated). Normality was assessed with the Shapiro-Wilk normality 

test. If normality was assumed, a one-way ANOVA was carried out. If normality was not 

assumed, a Kruskal-Wallis test was performed (see Results section). Post-hoc multiple 

comparison testing was done with a Bonferroni FDR correction in the case of a one-way 

ANOVA, and the Benjamini & Hochberg FDR correction after a Kruskal-Wallis test.  
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Figure 4.2 Experimental design overview of developmental myelination study. For this study, 

27 animals were used at different ages, ranging from p0 to p763. Three animals were used per 

timepoint, and three fields of view (FOV) were imaged and quantified per timepoint.  
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4. 3 Results 
 

I performed two different levels of analysis – describing the myelination pattern over time (by 

quantifying and analysing tiled images obtained with a 20x objective) and measuring the 

internodal length over the course of development (by quantifying and analysing tiled images 

captured with a 63x objective). Figure 4.3 depicts these different levels of measurement for 

the primary somatosensory cortex (S1).   

 

4.3.1 Myelination pattern during the course of development 

Three regions were investigated for their myelination pattern over time: the somatosensory 

cortex, motor cortex and corpus callosum. Three animals were sacrificed for each 

developmental time point  

 

For all areas no myelin was visible during the first two weeks of postnatal development, and 

started to appear only after p14. A gradual increase in cortical myelination was observed over 

time in all cortical layers, with higher myelin density in deeper layers. Both the somatosensory 

and motor cortices show a steep increase in the amount of myelination between p14 and p21. 

In both areas, the deep cortical layers (IV-VI) show the most myelin quite early on, while the 

other layers show a more gradual increase, which is in line with previously reported findings 

(Tomassy et al., 2014). While layers I, II and III seem to show a similar rate of myelination 

increase in the motor cortex, there is a visible difference for the somatosensory cortex, where 

layer I is showing a distinctly slower and gradual increase in myelination over time. The corpus 

callosum shows a dramatic increase of myelination between p14 and p21, which almost 

immediately reaches its maximum levels (Figure 4.4).  

 

Corpus Callosum 

The percentage of MBP coverage within the corpus callosum (normally distributed, Shapiro-

Wilk p > .05), differed significantly from p0 until p21 – F(8,18) = 1130, p <0.0001, R2 = 0.998, 

but not after p21, when it reaches a plateau. A similar pattern was observed in the primary 

somatosensory cortex (normally distributed, Shapiro-Wilk p > .05) where the amount of 

myelination (as measures by MBP percentage coverage of the area) significantly increased over 
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time between p0 and p21, F(8, 18) = 39.57, p<0.0001, R2 = 0.946. The motor cortex (normally 

distributed, Shapiro-Wilk p > .05) showed a significant increase over a longer time, F(8, 45) = 

86.93, p < 0.0001, R2 = 0.939, with significant increases occurring later in life (see Figure 4.4).  

 

When the data was analysed per timepoint, instead of area, the following pattern emerged. At 

p0 no myelination was detectable (as measured by MBP percentage coverage of the areas). At 

p14 (normally distributed, Shapiro-Wilk p > .05) a one-way ANOVA revealed significant 

differences between the myelination of the different areas (F(2, 9) = 209.5, p <0.0001, R2 = 

0.979), and a post-hoc Bonferroni corrected multiple comparison test revealed that these 

differences are between the corpus callosum and the somatosensory cortex (p <0.0001) and 

the motor cortex (p <0.0001), which is clearly visible when observing the early onset of 

myelination in this region and the rapid increase of myelination in the first three weeks of age. 

At p21 (normally distributed, Shapiro-Wilk p > .05) all areas were significantly different in terms 

of myelination, F(2, 9) = 115.7, p <0.0001, R2 = 0.962, with the largest MBP percentage 

coverage in the corpus callosum, followed by the somatosensory cortex and finally the motor 

cortex. The difference in myelination between the somatosensory cortex and the motor cortex 

disappears at p35, with the corpus callosum still showing a significantly larger MBP coverage 

than the other two regions, F(2, 9) = 34.63, p < 0.0001, R2 = 0.885. The same pattern is visible 

at p70, F(2, 9) = 28.02, p < 0.0001, R2 = 0.862; p118-141 F(2, 9) = 32.13, p < 0.0001, R2 = 0.877; 

p378 F(2, 9) = 24.78, p = 0.0002, R2 = 0.846, and p763, F(2, 9) = 35.51, p < 0.0001, R2 = 0.888.  

 

 

Primary Somatosensory Cortex 

Both layer I, layers II-III and layers V-VI of the primary somatosensory cortex show a significant 

increase in myelination over time, L1: F(8, 18) = 1130, p < 0.0001, R2 = 0.998; L2-3: F(8, 18), p 

< 0.0001, R2 = 0.886; L5-6: F(8, 18) = 75.56, p < 0.0001, R2 = 0.971.  

 

When analysed over time, the cortical layers also significantly differ between each other in the 

amount of myelination present at each timepoint. At p14, layers in the primary somatosensory 

cortex differ significantly (normally distributed, Shapiro-Wilk p <.05) F(1, 6) = 27.33, p < 0.0001, 

R2 = 0.901. A Bonferroni multiple comparisons test revealed that this difference can be 

attributed to significant differences in myelination between layer I and layer IV-VI, as well as 
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layer II-II and layers IV-VI. At p21, all layers differ significantly F (2, 6) = 32.01, p <0.0001, R2 = 

0.991, and the same pattern holds at p35: F(2, 6) = 85.4, p < 0.0001, R2 = 0.967; p70: F(2, 6) = 

45.18, p < 0.0001, R2 =  0.938, and p118-141: F (2, 6) = 17.52, p < 0.0001, R2 = 0.854. By p378, 

the difference between layer I and layers II-III disappears, but the differences between the 

other layers remain significant F (2, 6) = 23.52, p < 0.0001, R2 = 0.887. At p763 only layer I and 

IV-VI differ significantly, F(2, 6) = 10.13, p < 0.0001, R2 = 0.772.  

 

Motor Cortex 

Both layer I, layers II-III and layers V-VI of the motor cortex show a significant increase in 

myelination over time (not normally distributed, Shapiro-Wilk p > 0.05), L1: H(8) = 49.31, p <  

0.0001; L2-3: H(8) = 46.06, p <  0.0001; L4-6: H(8) = 44.35, p <  0.0001.  

 

When analysed over time, the cortical layers in the motor cortex also significantly differ 

between each other in the amount of myelination present at each timepoint; at p14: H(2) = 

11.14, p < 0.0006; p21: F(2, 14) = 73.41, p < 0.0001; p35: F(2, 14): 20.78, p < 0.0001; p70: F(2, 

14) = 33.63, p < 0.0001; p118-141: F(2, 14) = 9.15, p < 0.0001; p378: F(2, 14) = 57.6, p < 0.0001; 

p763: F(2, 14) = 44.39, p < 0.0001 . Upon further inspection with post hoc multiple comparison 

tests (Bonferroni after one-way ANOVA, and Benjamini and Hochberg after Kruskal Wallis 

tests), it emerged that these differences were between all layers except of LI and LII-III, which 

are showing a very similar pattern in the motor cortex across all timepoints.  
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A 

 

B 

 

Figure 4.3 Myelination pattern over the course of development. (A) Coronal cross section of 

the mouse brain, stained for DAPI (nuclei, blue), MBP (myelin, green) and CUX1 (layers II-IV 

cortex, red). Scale bar 1000 µm. The primary somatosensory cortex (S1) is indicated with a box. 

Panel B shows the same staining at a higher resolution in the demarcated area from Panel A. 

Scale bar 50 µm.  
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4.3.2 Internodal length over time 

 

To measure internodal length, I stained for MBP and CASPR (as described in the methods 

section and can be seen in Fig 4.3).  

 

For each time point, I measured all clearly demarcated internodes (see method section) within 

each z-stack, doing so for 3 animals per time point, within 3 fields of view (FOV) that were tiled 

together, covering multiple layers of the somatosensory cortex.  

 

The dataset consisted of 9 timepoints (p0, p7, p14, p21, p35, p70, p118-141, p378, p763), each 

including the internodal length measurements of three animals per group. The dependent 

variable is the length of myelin internodes, while the independent variable is the group at the 

chosen age (timepoint).  

 

A total of 22580 internodes were measured, spread over 6 developmental time points (as no 

myelin was visible until p21, internodes were measured only for p21, p35, p70, p118-141, p378 

and p763). 

 

The  Shapiro-Wilk normality test showed significant deviation from normality (p < 0.001),  

therefore the Kruskal-Wallis test was chosen as a non-parametric alternative to the one-way 

analysis of variance (ANOVA). Because of the large number of measurements a false discovery 

rate (FDR) correction was applied (Benjamini and Hochberg correction).  

 

The Kruskal-Wallis test revealed significant differences between different timepoints in 

internodal length, with q-values adjusted after FDR was applied, H(8) = 34969, p < 0.0001, with 

a mean rank of 9721 for timepoints p0, p7 and p14, 31017 for p21, 32099 for p35, 31797 for 

p70, 30865 for p118-141, 30225 for p378 and 29320 for p763. 

 

For the Kruskal-Wallis H-test, a non-parametric test adopted to compare more than two 

groups, the eta- squared measure (η2) can be computed. The effect size was calculated with 

eta-squared (η2 = 0.83), by using the following equation: 
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           H – k + 1 

η2 =  

              n – k     

 

In this case (for internodal length over time):  

 

n = 42020 

k = 9 

H = 34969 

 

Post-hoc multiple comparisons revealed significant differences between the timepoints shown 

in Table 4.1.   

 

Table 4.1. Kruskal-Wallis test adjusted p-values (q-values) for average internodal length 

differences, post Benjamini and Hochberg FDR correction 

 
p21 p35 p70 p118-141 p378 p763 

p21 - 0.0001* 0.0065* 0.6653 0.0089* <0.0001* 

p35 0.0001* - 0.2909 <0.0001* <0.0001* <0.0001* 

p70 0.0065* 0.2909 - 0.0016* <0.0001* <0.0001* 

p118-141 0.6653 <0.0001* 0.0016* - 0.0413* <0.0001* 

p378 0.0089* <0.0001* <0.0001* 0.0413* - 0.0006* 

p763 <0.0001* <0.0001* <0.0001* <0.0001* 0.0006* - 

 

 

While the average internodal length first increases, hits a maximum between p35 and p70 and 

then decreases again, I found that the variability of internodal length increases over time. This 

can be seen in the increased coefficient of variation (CV), calculated over the different time 

points and shown in Figure 4.5. After performing a bootstrap (1000 random samples), I 

computed the coefficient of variation for each resampling, resulting in a dataset of 1000 CVs 

per developmental time point 
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Again, normality was assessed with the Shapiro-Wilk normality test, which showed significant 

deviation from normality (p < 0.001). Therefore the Kruskal-Wallis test was performed (with 

FDR Benjamini and Hochberg correction and post-hoc multiple comparisons), and the adjusted 

q-values showed significant increase in the CV over time, H(5) = 2284, p < 0.0001, with a mean 

rank of 2456 for p21, 1309 for p35, 2531 for p70, 3619 for p118, 3368 for p378 and 4720 for 

p763, and an effect size of η2 = 0.38. 

 

 

Table 4.2. Kruskal-Wallis test adjusted p-values (q-values) for the bootstrapped coefficient of 

variation (CV) of  internodal length differences, after a Benjamini and Hochberg FDR correction 

 

 
 

p21 p35 p70 p118-141 p378 p763 

p21 - < 0.0001* 0.3363 < 0.0001* < 0.0001* < 0.0001* 

p35 < 0.0001* - < 0.0001* < 0.0001* < 0.0001* < 0.0001* 

p70 0.3363 < 0.0001* - < 0.0001* < 0.0001* < 0.0001* 

p118-141 < 0.0001* < 0.0001* < 0.0001* - 0.0012* < 0.0001* 

p378 < 0.0001* < 0.0001* < 0.0001* 0.0012* - < 0.0001* 

p763 < 0.0001* < 0.0001* < 0.0001* < 0.0001* < 0.0001* - 
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Figure 4.4 Myelination pattern over time in the mouse neocortex. Panel (A) shows the coronal 

cross section of a mouse brain over the course of development, ranging from new born (p0) 

to old age (p763) – stained for MBP (green), DAPI (blue), CUX1 (red). Scalebars 1000 µm. A 

clear increase in overall myelin content can be seen. Panel (B) shows the myelin increase over 

time (as measured by the percentage of MBP coverage) in the motor cortex, somatosensory 

cortex and corpus callosum. Panel (C) and (D) show the MBP coverage for the various cortical 

layers in the somatosensory and motor cortices, respectively. Figure continued on next page.  
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Figure 4.5 Internodal length variability over time. Panel (A) shows the progression of myelination in the 
somatosensory mouse cortex (confocal microscope, 63X) over the course of development, for the 
upper cortical layers. Stained for MBP (green), DAPI (blue), CASPR (red), scalebar 100 µm. Panel (B) 
shows a schematic that illustrates the increase in internode length variability – in young age mostly 
short internodes are observed, which increase in length once the animal develops, but so does the 
variability in lengths (resulting in increased shorter and longer internodes). Panel (C) shows all the data 
points for the measured internodes over time. Panel (D) illustrates the average internodal length over 
the course of development, which does not increase for the CNS like it does for the PNS. Panel (E) shows 
the increased variability of internodal lengths over time, as measured by the coefficient of variation 
(CV).   
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4.4 Discussion 
 

In this chapter I described the myelination pattern over the course of development in three 

brain regions. By using immunohistochemistry and high resolution imaging I investigated the 

distribution pattern of myelin in the grey and white matter over time. In addition, I examined 

the length of myelin segments from birth until old age in the somatosensory cortex.  

 

In line with previous findings, I found that the deepest cortical layers are most densely 

myelinated (Tomassy et al., 2014), with a sparser myelination pattern observed in the upper 

layers. Myelin starts to appear in the grey matter from two weeks of age, which is in line with 

previous findings in the barrel cortex (Barrera et al., 2013), slowly becoming visible in the upper 

cortical layers over the course of development. The somatosensory and motor cortices show 

a similar pattern, while the white matter corpus callosum shows a sudden increase after the 

first week and reaches its maximum soon after. During cortical development, I found that the 

internodal length increases until a maximum is reached between five and ten weeks of age, 

after which the average length decreases again. This is in contrast to findings in the PNS, where 

it has been found that the average length increases over time (Wu et al. 2012). Instead, a closer 

look revealed that the variability of the internodal lengths increases with age. An increased 

number of shorter and longer ones emerge, which is in line with the finding that adult-born 

OLs are known to produce shorter internodes, and higher numbers of internodes compared to 

those created by OLs early in development (Young et al., 2013). Therefore, it might be possible 

that during adulthood OLs indeed produce shorter internodes only, either replacing dead OLs 

or creating new sheaths among existing ones, resulting in a more variable internodal length 

pattern over the course of development. In addition, it is plausible that apart from 

developmental myelination, adult myelin plasticity (for an in-depth discussion of the 

distinction, see De-Faria, Pama et al., 2017) occurs in response to experience and learning later 

in development, in turn leading to a fine tuning of internodal lengths and therefore the 

conduction speed of axonal signals in myelinated axons. This hypothesis is supported by 

findings that sensory deprivation does not lead to a different onset in myelination, but it does 

change the number of myelinated axons as well as the amount of myelin on the axons that are 

myelinated (Barrera et al., 2013). Interestingly, although longer internodes increase 
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conduction speed (Wu et al., 2012) this might potentially only hold for a certain maximum 

length (Court et al., 2004), with internodes exceeding a certain length threshold having less 

impact on velocity (Simpson et al., 2013). It is important to understand how exactly myelin 

microstructure parameters such as internodal length develop, in order to grasp their effect on 

conduction speed and therefore neuronal communication. There are a few shortcomings in 

the current project, as well as scope for future research. First, it is important to note that I have 

not investigated the axons of separate cell types in the cortex. With adequate markers it would 

be possible to distinguish different neuronal types and therefore their individual myelination 

patterns, which is something future studies should look into in order to see whether different 

neuron types are myelinated differently. Second, the biggest changes seem to occur during 

the first two weeks of development. In order to see what is happening in more detail, smaller 

time windows during this period would reveal more information about myelin development 

early in life. Third, although I did use bootstrapping analysis in order to account for the 

relatively low N numbers (three animals per time point, three fields of view per animal), future 

studies investigating the parameters of myelination could address this with higher numbers. 

Finally, my method of slicing the brain and measuring the myelinated axons across a z-plane 

comes with the limitation that whenever an axon leaves the plane, it could not be included. It 

therefore left out certain axons (that would not be contained within a single z-plane). This 

could possibly be omitted by using clearance methods and imaging the whole brain. It might 

be important to know whether long axons show different myelination patterns to shorter ones, 

which is currently difficult to establish given the methodology used.  

 

In summary, these findings indicate an increase in cortical myelination over time; a gradual 

increase in all cortical layers was observed, with no myelination present in the first week. These 

results further suggest that the variability of internodal lengths (instead of the overall, average 

internodal length) continues to increase during the developing CNS – potentially indicating 

myelin plasticity (see chapter 5). The development of complex neural circuits may be therefore 

accompanied by characteristic, staged changes in myelination, highlighting the potential role 

of myelin in network synchronisation. 
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Myelin Plasticity  
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5.1 Introduction 
 

The work using the touchscreen chambers has been carried out in collaboration with the TCN 

lab of Prof Tim Bussey and Prof Lisa Saksida (at the time Cambridge, UK; now Western 

University, London, Ontario, Canada), while the MRI scanning has been done in collaboration 

with Prof Jeff Dalley and Dr Stephen Sawiak. Dr Giulia Bonetto (postdoc in RTK lab) helped with 

mGFP+ cell quantification / blind recounting.  

 

5.1.1 Background 

Myelination is thought to be regulated by both intrinsic and extrinsic cues (Monje, 2018) and 

alternations in myelination are increasingly being implicated as a mechanism for learning -  a 

growing number of studies suggest that learning a new skill could increase white matter volume, and 

various environmental factors have been demonstrated to modulate white matter (Fields, 2008; Liu et 

al., 2012; Makinodan et al., 2012; Bergmann and Frisen, 2013; Etxeberria et al., 2016; Hofstetter et al., 

2013; Long and Corfas, 2014; Lakhani et al., 2016). This change in white matter (and conceivably 

myelination) in turn is believed to affect the conduction speed of neuronal communication (Pajevic et 

al., 2014; Ford et al., 2015; Etxeberria et al., 2016; Arancibia-Carcamo et al., 2017). Several 

recent studies have now demonstrated how learning a skill may increase white matter volume 

and how myelination correlates with the learning observed. In this chapter I will review some 

of these studies and discuss the work I have done to investigate myelin plasticity in cognitive 

learning. 

 

5.1.2 Myelination in learning    

Activity-dependent myelination has been a topic of controversy for a long time, as 

oligodendrocytes have been found able to myelinate regardless of neuronal activity (Bechler 

et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2013; Redmond et al., 2016). However, over the last couple of decades 

an increasing amount of studies have also shown how learning can influence myelination and 

white matter changes. Findings from studies in humans suggest that learning a new skill could 

increase white matter volume, and indeed correlations have been found between myelination 

and the observed learning (Hofstetter et al., 2013; Lakhani et al. 2016). Childhood piano 

practice has been linked to changes observed in adulthood, such as increases in white matter 
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volume as well as structural changes in the associated fiber tracts, as measured with DTI 

(Bengtsson et al., 2005). 

 

While these findings are based on a correlation between childhood practice and adulthood 

myelination changes, other studies have shown that visuomotor learning directly induces 

white matter changes - Scholz et al. (2009) let individuals learn to juggle, and scanned them 

before and after the skill acquisition. The authors found white matter increases and structural 

changes in the intraparietal sulcus, an area known to be involved in visual attention and control 

of movements. Similarly, increases in fractional anisotropy (FA) measures in brain regions 

thought to be involved in working memory have been found in response to learning a working 

memory task (Takeuchi et al., 2010), and further changes have been observed during other 

tasks such as reading; Carreiras et al. (2009) found an increase in white matter volume in the 

corpus callosum, linked to hemispheric connectivity in response to learning this skill. One 

question that arises from human work is to what extent these white matter changes are 

representing modifications in myelination. In addition, it is unclear whether these experience 

driven changes are indicative of myelin being necessary for learning to occur, or merely 

indicate alterations that happen afterwards, reflecting subtler adjustments that modulate 

neural circuit dynamics. To answer the question whether myelin is necessary or simply an 

effect of learning, experimental manipulations in animal models are essential. Animal studies 

investigating early social isolation found white matter changes later in life, that correlated with 

cognitive and behavioural symptoms (Liu et al., 2012, Makinodan et al., 2012). In addition, 

acquiring a new motor skill has been shown to increase OPC proliferation and oligodendrocyte 

differentiation in mice, and blocking the production of new OLs (by knocking out the myelin 

regulatory factor, Myrf) inhibits motor learning, indicating the necessity of myelin for this type 

of learning to occur (McKenzie et al., 2014). Interestingly, motor skill learning seems to induce 

the generation of oligodendrocytes rapidly, starting within 2.5 hours of training initiation (Xiao 

et al., 2016). Further studies have found that myelin basic protein (MBP) translation occurs 

within minutes to hours of neuronal activity (Wake et al., 2011, Sudhof 2013), and myelin 

sheaths are formed within a relatively short and restricted time period after oligodendrocyte 

production (Czopka et al., 2013), indicating that myelin plasticity might be operating closely 

together with synaptic plasticity.  In addition to experience, artificial stimulation of neuronal 

circuits has also been shown to induce differentiation of oligodendrocytes by optogenetically 
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stimulating layer V projection neurons in the premotor cortex, and subsequent movement 

observations of the accompanying limb (Gibson et al., 2014). Together these findings suggest 

that myelin is necessary for learning to occur, and not merely an effect of it. 

 

5.1.3 Modes of myelin plasticity   

 

Several ways of myelin plasticity have been suggested (see also De Faria et al., 2017). In the 

adult CNS a considerable fraction of axons is unmyelinated, including those within myelinated 

tracts, and mainly includes small diameter axons (Sturrock, 1980; Hildebrand et al., 1993). 

These unmyelinated axons could potentially become myelinated as a result of being active, for 

example due to learning. Indeed, as described in Chapter 1 and Section 5.1.3, both optogenetic 

stimulation and environmental learning experiences have been found to induce 

oligodendrogenesis and de novo myelination (McKenzie et al., 2014; Gibson et al., 2014), and 

a large population of continuously differentiating adult OPCs (into myelinating OLs) has been 

observed (Dawson et al., 2003), which could contribute to this type of myelin plasticity. New 

myelin could also be added to unmyelinated segments on myelinated axons, and it could be 

possible that the unmyelinated axons in white matter tracts might in fact be partially 

myelinated. Although in the past axons were thought to be either myelinated or unmyelinated, 

recent work has shown that cortical neurons from the same area and similar in diameter and 

size show a differential myelination pattern (Deschenes and Landry, 1980; Remahl and 

Hildebrand, 1982; Tomassy et al., 2014). The insertion of new myelin internodes on these 

unmyelinated segments could in turn alter action potential conduction velocity, affecting 

neural circuit dynamics (see Section 4.1.3). Another possibility of myelin plasticity is the 

modulation of existing myelin. In fact, remodelling of myelin has been found to be more 

common in humans compared to myelination of unmyelinated axons (Yeung et al., 2014). Such 

modulation could occur through neurotransmitter signalling, as myelinating oligodendrocytes 

can sense these (Gautier et al., 2015; Micu et al., 2016), and neuronal activity has further been 

found to reduce the myelin g-ratio (Makinodan et al., Liu et al, 2012). Finally, it has been 

proposed that axons could adjust the length of their Ranvier nodes, in order to modify and 

regulate the speed of action potential conduction (Huff et al., 2011; Trigo & Smith, 2015). In 

line with this, Arancibia-Carcamo et al. (2017) have shown that the geometry of Ranvier nodes 
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could represent myelin plasticity, as the variability of nodes of Ranvier in the optic nerve and 

cortex showed a dramatic length variability, potentially suggesting that plasticity can occur 

through changes in the nodes of Ranvier.  

 

5.1.4 Spatial working memory as cognitive learning   

The notion that myelin plays a role in learning has started to receive more attention and there 

is increasing evidence showing that cognition and learning are likely influenced and regulated 

by glial cells. Cognitive learning can be assessed in several ways, one of which includes tasks that 

measure spatial working memory performance. Various tasks have been developed to assess this type of 

memory, often based on mazes (e.g. Morris water maze, T-maze) or aversive learning (e.g. passive 

avoidance, fear conditioning) (Crawley 2008). However, the downsides include task-specific confounds 

(e.g. physiological stress induced by cold water or receiving shocks), as well as contact with experimenters 

(inducing potential behavioural bias). In addition, for the current experiment it is important to distinguish 

between cognitive and motor learning, and any motor behaviour should ideally be minimised. Therefore, 

employing standardised procedures in a computerised setting is desirable, such as touchscreen based 

paradigms which allow for the assessment of the same cognitive performance, but free of these 

confounding factors (Talpos et al., 2010). One such paradigm, directly translatable to the human spatial 

working memory (SWM) test from the Cambridge Neuropsychological Test Automated Battery (CANTAB) 

(Dowson et al., 2004), is the trial-unique non-matching to location task (TUNL) which assesses spatial 

working memory and pattern separation, and has been found to be sensitive to dorsal hippocampus and 

medial prefrontal cortex dysfunctions in rodents (Talpos et al., 2010; McAllister et al., 2013; Kim et al., 

2015).  

 

5.1.5 Research questions & aims 

The aim of the work presented in this Chapter is to evaluate the possibility of learning 

paradigms such as spatial working memory to induce myelin plasticity changes in the brain 

regions that are known to be engaged during learning such tasks. The TUNL task has been 

described in detail in Section 2.6., and used in conjunction with a transgenic animal model to assess 

whether learning a cognitive task (as opposed to a motor skill) will lead to new myelin formation 

in the brain regions upon which the task is dependent. 
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5. 2 Methods 
 
 

5.2.1 Animals 

 

The transgenic mice used for this project expressed membrane green fluorescent protein 

(mGFP) under the Tau promotor (Tau-lox-STOP-lox-mGFP-IRES-NLS-LacZ-pA) and Cre-

recombinase under the Pdgfra promotor (Pdgfra-CreERT2), and details can be found in section 

2.1.2.  

 

For the pilot experiment, a total N of 6 animals were used (2 TUNL, 2 YOKED, 2 Homecage 

Control animals). For the main experiment, a total N of 36 animals were used (15 TUNL, 12 

Yoked, 9 Homecage). Homecage animals were only included in the pilot experimental analysis 

and the main analysis to make sure they did not differ with the Yoked group.  

 

5.2.2 Experimental Design 

 

The experimental design is described in section 2.17 and further shown in Figure 5.1. In brief, 

the transgenic animals started to be food restricted at 4 weeks of age, ultimately reaching their 

goal weight which was between 85% and 95% of the free feeding weight (see Table 2.5). Once 

the goal weight was achieved for all animals, pre-training started as described in section 2.1.7 

and Table 2.6. 

 

After all animals reached criterion and were ready to start to learn the actual task (depicted in 

Figure 5.2), tamoxifen (prepared as described in section 2.1.6) was administered via oral 

gavage for 4 consecutive days. Finally, the animals were divided randomly into either the TUNL 

(T), Yoked (Y) or Homecage (H) group and kept in a light reverse cycle room for the duration of 

the experiment.   
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Figure 5.1 Experimental design. First, the transgenic animals (see Chapter 2) were bred and 

randomly divided in either the experimental TUNL group, the Yoked control group or the 

Homecage control group. After the training phase had finished, the animals were transcardially 

perfused (see Chapter 2) and the brains were removed from the skull. The brains were then 

scanned ex vivo with MRI and subsequently underwent further tissue preparations and 

secondary GFP staining with immunohistochemistry, upon which the amount of newly made 

GFP+ OLs was quantified.  
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Figure 5.2 mGFP+ myelinating oligodendrocytes imaged with confocal microscopy. Panel (A) 

shows an image of a myelinating OL stained for GFP (green) and DAPI (blue). Panel (B) shows 

a myelinating OL and stained for GFP (green), MBP (red) and DAPI (blue). Scalebars in both 

images 20 µm.  

 

GFP DAPI	MBPA B
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5.2.3 Tissue preparation and immunohistochemistry  

Animals were perfused as described in section 2.1.4 and Immunohistochemistry was 

performed as described in section 2.1.1. The antibodies used are listed in Table 2.1 and Table 

2.2.  

 

5.2.4 Imaging and quantification of mGFP+ cells 

Images were taken with a Zeiss ApoTome.2 microscope (Zeiss, Germany) at 20X magnification 

(using the tiling function. Z-projections were generated in the supplied Zen software (Zeiss, 

Germany) and a Leica Confocal microscope (Leica, SP5, Germany) at 63X as described in section 

2.1.5. The mGFP+ oligodendrocytes (see Figure 5.2) were quantified in the medial prefrontal 

cortex (mPFC), dorsal hippocampus (dHP) and two control regions (somatosensory cortex and 

motor cortex) by counting these cells based on the exported images. All counting was 

performed in a double-blind fashion. 

 

5.2.5 MRI 

After perfusion fixation, the brains of the animals were extracted and scanned ex vivo to see 

whether changes in white matter volume could be detected. All MRI experiments were 

performed by Dr Stephen Sawiak (blind to the experimental groups) at the Department of 

Physiology, Development and Neuroscience at Cambridge University. The details of the MRI 

scanner and sequences can be found in section 2.18 and section 3.2.4.  

 

5.2.6 Statistics  

Statistical analyses were performed using Microsoft Excel statistical functions and Prism 7.0d 

(GraphPad). The level of significance was set at p < 0.05, and error bars indicate SEM in all 

figures (unless otherwise indicated).  

 

Normality was assessed with the Shapiro-Wilk normality test. If normality was assumed, a one-

way ANOVA was carried out. If normality was not assumed, a Kruskal-Wallis test was performed 

(see Results section). Post-hoc multiple comparison testing was done with a Bonferroni FDR 

correction in the case of a one-way ANOVA, and the Benjamini & Hochberg FDR correction 

after a Kruskal-Wallis test. 
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5. 3 Results 
 

Use of the touchscreens for the spatial working memory task was kindly made possible by Prof 

Tim Bussey and Prof Lisa Saksida. The programming of the TUNL/YOKED paradigm was done in 

collaboration with Dr Benjamin Phillips. Subsequent support with the behavioural training and 

procedures was provided by Dr Laura Lopez-Cruz and Prof Eosu Kim. The MRI analyses were 

performed by Dr Stephen Sawiak and in collaboration with Prof Jeff Dalley.  

 

5.3.1 Pilot experiment  

A pilot experiment was first carried out to determine whether the experimental design was 

adequate (e.g. whether the TUNL and YOKED tasks worked as planned), whether the mGFP 

expression was sufficient for quantification (after tamoxifen administration and secondary 

staining), and whether there was an expected (or unexpected) effect to be observed regarding 

the amount of newly made Ols in response to cognitive learning that would warrant pursuing 

given the high expenses of animal experiments (and the high N number necessary), and 

methods used.  The pilot study consisted of 2 TUNL and 2 YOKED animals and confirmed the 

hypothesis that cognitive learning increases the differentiation of myelinating OLs in the 

regions relevant for learning the spatial working memory task (dorsal hippocampus, medial 

prefrontal cortex) but not control regions (motor cortex). The results of the pilot experiment 

are further shown in Figure 5.4.  

 

5.3.2 Main experiment  

Animals were bred and trained as described in 5.3.1. As the pilot experiment successfully 

proved the adequacy of the design, and the effect observed was the same to the main 

experiment, I decided to pool the data of both to increase statistical power. This led to a final 

N of 27 (10 TUNL, 9 YOKED, 8 Homecage control animals).   

 

Cognitive Learning – performance on the spatial working memory task  

Figure 5.6 shows the performance of the individual groups (TUNL / YOKED) on the TUNL task, 

for different levels of difficulty (spatial separation 3 to spatial separation 1). Panel A  
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Figure 5.3 The TUNL paradigm illustrated per screen (described in detail in Chapter 2). Panel 

(A) shows the possible five locations at which the target stimuli can appear. One of these five 

squares will light up in order for the animal to nose poke and initiate the trial. Subsequently, 

the screen becomes black and a time delay occurs. Finally, two squares light up, one at the 

‘old’ location of the initiation stimulus, and another at a new location. By trial and error, the 

animal learns that the new location is the correct response, and each time a correct nose poke 

is made the mouse receives strawberry milkshake. If an incorrect response is made, the house 

lights go on and a time delay is introduced before the next trial starts.  
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Figure 5.4 Pilot experiment results. As predicted, the left panel shows how the TUNL group (in 

black) increased their percentage of correct responses over time (reaching the criterion of 

>75% correct), while the YOKED animals stayed at chance level. The right panel shows the 

mGFP+ cell count for the TUNL (in black) and YOKED (in white) groups for the dorsal 

hippocampus (dhP), medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and motor cortex. 
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in this figure shows the results for the first level (spatial separation 3) for all animals. The 

behavioural analysis dataset consisted of the percentage correct responses at each separation 

level of the TUNL paradigm. The dataset did not pass the normality assumption (Shapiro-Wilk 

< p= 0.05) and a non-parametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was performed, revealing significant 

differences in the learning rates of the TUNL and the YOKED group, D(24) = 0.92, p < 0.0001. 

This indicates that, as expected, the animals in the TUNL group did learn and improve on the 

TUNL paradigm, while the animals in the YOKED group stayed at chance level performance and 

did not learn. As planned, the animals that learned the TUNL showed an increased 

performance over time (measured as the percentage of correct responses within each 36-trial 

session), starting off at chance level and steadily reaching a performance level of 75% or higher. 

In contrast, the YOKED animals stayed on chance level (50% correct) for the duration of the 

experiment. Somewhat surprisingly, for spatial separation 2 (S2) and spatial separation 1 (S1) 

the TUNL animals show a high starting performance already, without much room for additional 

increase. The same was true for spatial separation 3 (S3). The YOKED animals stayed at chance 

level as predicted, and were performing significantly lower at both S2 (F (1, 24) = 106.525, p 

<.0001) and S1 (F (1, 20) = 287.324, p <.0001.).  

 

These results are shown Figure 5.6, Panel B and C, respectively. At the end of the last stage 

(S1), once the animals reached criterion, a test trial was performed to obtain the final 

performance level. As can be seen in Figure 5.6 panel D, the TUNL group performed 

significantly better than the YOKED group on the test day, which stayed at chance level (F (1, 

20) = 21.630, p <.0001).  

 

 

Pretraining 

In order to make sure that animals did not differ in their learning ability to start with, I analysed 

the pre-training performance (% correct responses) of the last stage of pre-training between 

YOKED and TUNL animals (Figure 5.6). The data was normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk > p = 

0.05), and a paired t-test revealed no statistically significant difference in the performance 

between the YOKED and TUNL animals (t(6) = 0.51, p = 0.629.  
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Motor behaviour 

To make sure that any observed effects were not confounded by motor activity of the animals, 

I analysed the total amount of beam crossings per session per animal. The touchscreen 

environment contains a screen beam and a back beam (see Figure 5.6), which upon crossing 

by the animal will be counted by the software. I added and averaged both the back and screen 

beam crossings per animal over all sessions. The resulting dataset was normally distributed 

(Shapiro-Wilk p > 0.05), and an unpaired t-test revealed no significant differences between 

groups  t(11) = 2.817, p = 0.31.  

 

Cell counts for mGFP+ cells 

For all animals (TUNL, YOKED and Homecage control group) the mGFP+ were counted for 4 

regions: the dorsal hippocampus (dHp) and the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) – both known 

to be involved in spatial working memory – as well as the motor cortex and the somatosensory 

cortex (control regions), as depicted in Figure 5.7.  

 

Per region, 3 fields of view (FOV) were imaged and quantified, and the total amount of cells 

were compared between groups. The dataset consisted of the number of counted GFP+ OLs, 

combined from 3 FOVs per animal. For the dHp, the data was normally distributed (Shapiro-

Wilk = p > 0.05) and a one-way ANOVA revealed a significant difference between groups (F(2, 

13) = 8.936, R2 = 0.498. Bonferroni corrected post-hoc multiple comparison analysis revealed 

that – as expected - this difference lies between the TUNL and YOKED groups (p = 0.02) and 

the TUNL and HOMECAGE groups (p = 0.03), but not between the YOKED and HOMECAGE 

group (p = 0.87). For the mPFC, once again the data was normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk > 

p 0.05) and a one-way ANOVA revealed a significant difference between groups (F(2, 13) = 

4.79, p = 0.03, R2 = 0.35. A Bonferroni corrected post-hoc multiple comparison analysis 

revealed that a difference between TUNL and YOKED groups (p = 0.029 ) and the TUNL and 

HOMECAGE groups (p = 0.037), but not between the YOKED and HOMECAGE group (p = 0.168). 

 

Finally, the control regions (motor cortex and somatosensory cortex combined) dataset was  

normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk > p 0.05) and a one-way ANOVA revealed no significant 

differences between groups (F(2, 13) = 1.339, p = 0.287. Figure 5.5 (Panels A and B) shows the 

average mGFP+ cell count for all groups. 
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Figure 5.5 Learning curves for the TUNL paradigm Panel (A) shows the overall performance 

(% correct) and learning curve for the TUNL group and the YOKED group. Panel (B) and (C) show 

the performance for stages S3, S2 and S1, respectively. Panel D shows the average group 

performance at the test day at the end of the experiment.  
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A 

 
 
B       C 

 
Figure 5.6. Pretraining and motor behaviour of TUNL and YOKED animals. Panel A) shows the 

total amount of beam crossings, averaged per experimental group, which was not significantly 

different between the TUNL and YOKED animals. Panel B) shows the touchscreen box and the 

location of the back and screen beam (added together for the total amount of beam crossings 

as shown in panel A).  
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Figure 5.7 Newly made myelinating OLs in response to learning the TUNL paradigm. Top 

panels show mGFP+ OLs, followed by the brain regions quantified (dorsal hippocampus, medial prefrontal cortex 

and motor + somatosensory cortices). The grahp show the data points for the average mGFP+ OLs count per 

animal per group for the dorsal hippocampus (dHp), the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and the control regions 

(motor and somatosensory cortices together). The bar graph shows the averaged mGFP+ OLs count per group, 

and panel (C) shows the brain areas imaged and quantified. 
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MRI analysis 

 

The preliminary analyses performed by Dr Stephen Sawiak (as shown in Figure 5.8) rendered 

insufficient data for a rigorous correction for the inflated type I error rate anticipated due to 

multiple comparisons. The exploratory analysis indicated an increase in white matter volume 

in the mPFC and enthorinal cortex of the TUNL group compared with the YOKED animals, at an 

uncorrected p-value of p < 0.005.  

 

After this preliminary analysis, a whole-brain analysis of local volume change (tensor-based 

morphometry) was performed. MT images were segmented into grey and white matter 

portions, which were subsequently warped into common space.  

 

Local (voxelwise) volume changes were compared for each animal in common space after 

smoothing with an isotropic Gaussian kernel (650µm).  

 

An adjusted p-value of p < 0.001 and cluster extent threshold of 50 voxels were used to 

mitigate against type 1 errors (due to multiple comparisons), and this analysis should be 

considered exploratory. Two clusters were found in the whole-brain analysis.  

 

The p-values here [two-tailed Student t-tests on mean cluster values] are given for info only: 

we know these data must be significantly different because they are from  clusters in the VBM 

analysis.  

 

The differences in volumes between the frontal cortex cluster and the posterior cluster differ 

by group, (F(1,18) = 7.2, p = 0.015). For the MTSat comparison, a whole-brain analysis was 

performed of the MTsat parameter. Smoothed MT maps were directly compared between 

individual animals, and local (voxelwise) differences were compared in a warped space after 

Gaussian smoothing. No significant differences were found in the MTSat groups.  

 

The clusters found are shown in Figure 5.10.  
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Figure 5.8 Preliminary MRI analysis or TUNL/YOKED. This figure shows the analysis 

performed on ex vivo MRI scanned brains of the YOKED (1) and TUNL (2) groups. The medial 

prefrontal cortex and enthorhinal cortex showed higher white matter volumes for the TUNL 

group.   
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Figure 5.9. Local brain volume differs by training group in frontal cortex and {posterior}.          

This exploratory analysis revealed two clusters that are larger in the TUNL group compared to 

the YOKED group.
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Figure 5.10. The MRI analysis clusters in the Yoked and TUNL groups. The top panel shows the 

clusters that were found. Significant differences were found between groups (p < 0.001; extent 

threshold 50 voxels). The bottom left panel shows the frontal cortex cluster (170 voxels), 

coordinates (1.0, 2.7, -0.6) mm peak T 4.47 (p = 1.33x10-4 uncorrected). The bottom right panel 

shows the posterior cluster (62 voxels), coordinates (2.5, -1.6, -2.6) mm peak T 3.67 (p = 8.1x10-

4 uncorrected). 
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5. 4 Discussion 
 

5.4.1 Main findings 

In this chapter I have investigated whether cognitive learning, as opposed to motor skill 

learning, can induce an increase in myelinating oligodendrocytes. By combining a transgenic 

animal model with a touchscreen paradigm, for the first time it has been shown that learning 

a working memory task does also induce the generation of new myelinating oligodendrocytes, 

in two regions known to be involved in learning this task - the dorsal hippocampus and medial 

prefrontal cortex. I first completed a pilot experiment in which I have shown that the pre-

training paradigm works, and TUNL and yoked animals learn the task equally well. 

Subsequently, I have demonstrated that the TUNL animals learn the spatial working memory 

task over time, increasing their performance by the percentage of correct responses during 

each session. In contrast, the animals that were directly yoked to the TUNL animals keep 

performing on chance level, and therefore have not learned the task. Finally, by 

troubleshooting with tamoxifen preparation, GFP antibodies and imaging I found the optimal 

way for quantifying the newly made oligodendrocytes in the areas of interest. The main finding 

of this project is that cognitive learning indeed leads to an increase of newly generated 

myelinating oligodendrocytes, in the dorsal hippocampus and the medial prefrontal cortex, but 

not in control regions (motor and somatosensory cortices). This is in line with the predictions, 

and further potentially suggests that this increase might be activity dependent (but see chapter 

6). Interestingly, the preliminary MRI analysis indicates an increase in white matter in the 

medial prefrontal cortex and the enthorinal cortex – the latter being an area which has been 

shown to be involved in the temporal coordination of monosynaptic glutamatergic inputs from 

the CA1 hippocampal region to the prefrontal cortex (Swanson, 1981), and implicated in 

behavioural memory encoding (Spellman et al., 2015). A white matter volume increase in this 

region further suggests a possible neuronal activity induced myelination response (along the 

pathways connecting the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex), in reaction to learning the TUNL 

paradigm. 
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6.1 Conclusions  

 

In this thesis I explored several imaging methods in order to optimally visualise myelin (chapter 

3). I then used various models and techniques to look at the developmental pattern of cortical 

myelination in the mouse brain (chapter 4), characterising the developmental features of 

myelination in the mouse cortex (grey matter) and corpus callosum (white matter). Finally, I 

investigated whether cognitive forms of learning (as opposed to motor skill learning) such as 

spatial working memory training affect myelin plasticity (chapter 5). I will discuss the main 

findings presented in this thesis in the section 6.1.1 below, as well as future studies in section 

6.1.2.  

 

6.1.1 Developmental myelination versus myelin plasticity  

 

The results presented in this thesis with regard to developmental myelination patterns indicate 

that overall, the deepest cortical layers are most densely myelinated, with a sparser 

myelination pattern observed in the upper layers. Myelin starts to appear in the grey matter 

from two weeks of age in the mouse cortex, and slowly becomes visible in the upper cortical 

layers over the course of development.  

 

Although similar patterns are observed in the somatosensory and motor cortices, the corpus 

callosum shows a drastic increase after the first week and reaches its ‘myelin maximum’ faster. 

In addition, while internodal length in the somatosensory cortex does not increase on average 

over time, I observed an increased variability of lengths during the course of development 

(chapter 4). This could indicate a form of myelin plasticity (as discussed in chapter 1 and 

chapter 5), and highlights the potential role of myelin internodes in network synchronisation.   

 

The second main finding presented in this thesis is that cognitive learning leads to an increase 

of newly generated myelinating oligodendrocytes, in the dorsal hippocampus and the medial 

prefrontal cortex, but not in control regions (motor and somatosensory cortices). The finding 

that cognitive learning, similar to motor skill learning, induces the generation of myelinating 
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oligodendrocytes supports the notion of activity-dependent myelination, although other 

mechanisms (such as growth factor release) should be taken in to account. Open questions 

remain and emerge from previous and current findings, as our understanding of the role and 

mechanisms of activity-dependent myelination has just begun.  

 

Through what mechanism are novel myelinating OLs involved in complex cognitive learning? 

Several mechanisms for activity-dependent myelination have been proposed (see also Chapter 

1), and will be discussed next.  

 

One such mechanism includes synaptic communication between OPCs and unmyelinated 

axons, as OPCs can sense and react to neuronal activity from unmyelinated or partially 

myelinated axons through the receptors they express (Gallo et al., 1996; Yuan et al., 1998; 

Karadottir et al., 2005; Karadottir et al., 2008; Spampinato et al., 2014; Fannon et al., 2015; 

Spitzer et al., 2016). Both grey and white matter in the developing as well as mature CNS 

contains axon-OPC synapses, and spontaneous activity from postsynaptic neurons has been 

found to be synchronous with overlapping OPC populations, indicating their ability to sense 

activity patterns within neuronal circuits (Mangin et al., 2008; Muller et al., 2009).  

 

Another factor suggested to underlie myelin plasticity is the activity-dependent release of 

growth factors, as both neurotransmitters and growth factors are released during neuronal 

activity. Two growth factors in particular have been found important to allow for myelination 

in response to glutamate and neuronal activity – neuregulin 1 (NRG1) and brain-derived 

neurotrophic factor (BDNF) (Lundgaard et al., 2013). NRG1 might regulate myelin plasticity in 

a similar way to synaptic plasticity, as it is known to regulate the excitatory/inhibitory balance 

in neuronal transmission, and the density of glutamate receptors depends on its levels at the 

synapse (Li et al., 2007; Jiang et al., 2013; Agarwal et al., 2014).  

 

Similarly, BDNF has been found to modulate synaptic plasticity in the adult CNS (Kang and 

Schuman, 1995; Figurov et al., 1996; Ji et al., 2010) and this resemblance between synaptic 

and myelin plasticity suggests activity-dependent growth factor release as a potential 

mechanisms underlying myelin plasticity. In addition to growth factor signalling and synaptic 

input to OPCs, other suggested mechanisms (discussed in more detail by De-Faria et al., 2017) 
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include the regulated expression of axonal surface proteins (such as the cell adhesion molecule 

L1, see Itoh et al., 1995; Seilheimer et al., 1989; Wood et al., 1990; Barbin et al., 2004), as well 

as the synaptic communication between axons and the myelin sheath (which is known to 

express ionotropic glutamate receptors, see Karadottir et al., 2005; Butt et al., 2014).  

 

Therefore, it seems likely that neuronal activity within employed neural circuits (during 

learning) stimulates the formation, loss or modification of neural connections. In response, 

OPCs express several neurotransmitter receptors and are able to form synapses with 

surrounding axons and have been shown to respond to electrical currents released by active 

neurons. Furthermore, activity-dependent release of growth factors such as neuregulin 1 

(NRG1) and brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) have been suggested as forms of myelin 

plasticity, and the regulated expression of axonal surface proteins is also a suggested 

mechanism. It is plausible that increased activity in circuits employed during task learning 

might stimulate the myelination (or modification of existing myelin) of the axons involved.  

 

Having discussed results pertaining to both developmental myelination as well as myelin 

plasticity in this thesis, an important question is whether changes in myelin observed during 

learning are a product of developmental myelination or a result of myelin plasticity of the adult 

CNS. Myelination in humans extends well into adulthood, with certain brain areas being 

robustly myelinated in the third or fourth decade of life, and in this thesis I presented findings 

showing both a steady myelination pattern and changes in myelin microstructure over the 

course of development, as well as myelin plasticity changes in response to cognitive learning.  

As discussed in the previous chapters of this thesis, there is a large body of evidence indicating 

that myelin changes in the mature nervous system constitute a genuine example of 

experience-driven CNS plasticity. Social interaction, motor and cognitive training, and changes 

in the environment can drive alterations in OPC number, oligodendrocyte production, myelin 

gene expression, and myelin thickness in the adult CNS (Blumenfeld-Katzir et al., 2011; Liu et 

al., 2012; McKenzie et al., 2014; Sampaio-Baptista et al., 2013; Xiao et al., 2016). In addition, it 

is clear that myelination of some white-matter tracts is regulated by neuronal activity, 

suggesting a cellular mechanism by which experience can effect changes in myelin (Demerens 

et al., 1996; Gibson et al., 2014; Gyllensten and Malmfors, 1963).  
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On the other hand, myelination can be highly stereotypical, with little or no variation from 

individual to individual in certain CNS regions. In fact, myelination is unaffected following 

deprivation of sensory stimuli (Colello and Pott, 1997; Fukui et al., 1991; Etxeberria et al., 

2016), under some circumstances, or intrinsic to certain brain areas (Bechler et al., 2015), and 

oligodendrocytes can differentiate in culture in the absence of neurons and myelinate silenced 

or paraformaldehyde-fixed axons and even engineered nanofibers (Bechler et al., 2015; Hines 

et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2012; Rosenberg et al., 2008).  

These observations indicate that, in some tracts, myelination is not driven by experience, but 

rather results from an innate program of development. Indeed, both activity-dependent and 

independent myelination have been observed in vivo (Koudelka et al., 2016) and in vitro 

(Lundgaard et al., 2013) where growth factors, such as NRG1 or BDNF, mediate a switch 

between the two modes of myelination, by upregulating NMDA receptors in oligodendrocyte 

linage cells making them more sensitive to glutamate released from active neurons (Lundgaard 

et al., 2013). Remarkably, social isolation and sensory deprivation in young mice impairs 

myelination in the relevant brain areas in a non-reversible manner and only during a critical 

period early in the postnatal life, suggesting that in other tracts, myelination may be better 

categorized as a form of developmental plasticity, reminiscent of experience-shaped 

development of neural circuit connections (Makinodan et al., 2012; Barreras et al., 2013).  

Thus, whether myelin changes reflect a developmental program of myelination or experience-

driven plasticity, might largely depend on the fiber tract in question. It is possible that early 

myelination of tracts that are essential for survival and which show minimal individual 

variability—the first stage of myelination proposed by Flechsig (see Chapter 1)—are bona-fide 

examples of developmental myelination, much as early stages of CNS formation reflect an 

innate program of development. Myelination of other tracts during childhood—Flechsig’s 

intermediate stage— may be sensitive to experience only during a limited time window, 

whereas myelination at later stages that run far into adulthood might be driven mainly by 

experience and represent a plasticity mechanism that circuits use to optimize their function 

accordingly to the environment. Myelin changes at these tracts correspond to the late stage 

of myelination as proposed by Flechsig and are reminiscent of synaptic plasticity mechanisms, 

which only continue to exist in the adult CNS in specific areas, such as the hippocampus (for 

example in response to cognitive learning, such as spatial working memory training).  
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6.1.2 Future perspectives  

 

Several questions emerge based on the results discussed in this thesis, and future studies are 

needed in order to address these. First (as mentioned in more detail in chapter 4) it is 

important to realise whether different cell types show different internodal length patterns, and 

this could be investigated by using cell-type specific fluorescent markers in addition to MBP 

and Caspr staining.  

 

Another relevant question with regard to the current findings is whether long axons show 

different myelination patterns to shorter ones, which is currently difficult to establish given the 

methodology used. Finally, if an increased internodal variability over time indicates a form of 

myelin plasticity alongside (or instead of) a developmental myelination programme, controlled 

experimental manipulations in the form of an enriched environment, direct neuronal 

stimulation or KO models, or learning paradigms could be further employed to see whether 

this has an effect on internodal length.  

 

Second, future studies will need to focus on ways to further elucidate the mechanisms 

underlying myelin plasticity. To demonstrate the potential necessity of oligodendrogenesis for 

learning complex cognitive tasks such as the TUNL, a follow up experiment is currently 

underway, in which the ability for new oligodendrocytes to form is blocked (to assess whether 

cognitive learning can still occur) by knocking out myelin regulatory factor (Myrf, a 

transcription factor that is essential for initiating and maintaining the myelination program of 

OLs, Emery et al., 2009). Based on the results and literature discussed in this chapter, it is 

expected that mice will be impaired on the TUNL once Myrf is inactive (as shown before in the 

case of motor skill learning, by McKenzie et al., 2014). However, in order to elucidate the 

mechanisms behind and necessity of neuronal activity for myelin plasticity, experiments 

employing techniques such as optogenetics, designer receptors exclusively activated by 

designer drugs (DREADDs), or targeted knock-out models (such as an NMDA-R KO) would be 

promising (by either activating or inactivating areas and tracts in vivo, inhibition of growth 

factor release or KO NMDA-Rs, and observe the subsequent effects on learning).  
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